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ABSTRACT
Pannexin 1 (Panx1) channels are widely expressed membrane proteins that
are thought to mediate adenosine triphosphate (ATP) release from many cell
types. Through this capability, Panx1 can perpetuate puringeric signaling
events, which are crucial for intra and intercellular communication in many
physiologic contexts. Despite interest in the channels, there are still many
unknowns regarding Panx1 – specifically how is the channel activity
regulated in vivo, and how and where do these channels have a physiologic
or pathophysiologic role? In this dissertation, I present three sets of results
that expand on these gaps in the current literature. First, I report on the
identification of a novel post-translational modification of the channel. Next, I
ask whether the channel has a role in neuropathic pain and expand on the
mechanism of how Panx1 might contribute to this condition. Finally, I look at
a daily, more physiologic role for Panx1. These three sections represent
significant advances to the field of pannexin channels and introduce many
new opportunities for future studies.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This first chapter will introduce what is known regarding pannexin
channels, particularly with respect to post-translational modifications, pain
and other central nervous system (CNS) related conditions. This chapter will
also point out some pertinent areas where additional work is needed, as well
as where there is confusing or misleading information in the field.

1.1 Channel properties
The name pannexin is derived from the prefix “pan” meaning “all” in
conjunction with “nexus” or “connection” due to the close relation between
this family of proteins and the gap junction-forming proteins connexins (1).
“Pan” does indeed accurately describe Panx1, since it is expressed in almost
every cell type examined to date (2,3). The other two family members,
Pannexin 2 and Pannexin 3, have a more limited tissue distribution. While
work on these other two channels will be of interest in the coming years, this
dissertation is focused solely on Panx1.
It is important to note that although pannexin channels were identified
by their homology to known gap junction proteins, Panx1 does not form gap
junctions in vivo (4). The channel may form gap junctions in heterologous
expression systems, where the channel is over-expressed and the
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endogenous extracellular loop glycosylation of the channel is disrupted (2,5).
Presumably, this extracellular glycosylation pattern would actually prohibit
docking of two channels on adjacent cells in vivo thus limiting Panx1 to form
only the “hemichannel” (or channel in this case) (6).
So if Panx1 is a channel, what are the known electrophysiological
properties of this channel? Although this is a simple question, the properties
of Panx1 as a channel are largely undefined or debated. First, the channel
has been reported to contain a large-diameter pore based on its ability to
pass molecules of up to 1KDa (7) including large DNA-binding dyes such as
Yo-Pro and To-Pro (8,9) and purines like ATP (10) and UTP (9). The channel
is thought to be non-selective, however there has also been a report claiming
that Panx1 is an anion selective channel (11). This possibility is of interest
considering that many dyes thought to be Panx1 permeable are indeed
anionic as is ATP. The particular report is unfortunately limited by a technical
flaw - the evidence of anionic permeability relies on the assumption that
charged replacement molecules cannot permeate the channel and this
assumption is unfounded (particularly if the channel pore is as large as some
believe it to be). Another recent report suggested that Panx1 could form two
main configurations – one high conductance state with less selective
permeability and another as a low conductance, anionic selective channel
(12). While this model does attempt to reconcile various viewpoints from
different groups, it is unlikely considering that this work utilizes supraphysiologic K+ concentrations to stimulate the channels, and neglects to
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include several pertinent controls (including data from untransfected cells).
In addition, work from our own lab and others (13-15) in mammalian
expression systems do not substantiate the existence of a high conductance
(500 pS) channel, which is primarily observed in oocytes (10). Thus, it is
likely that various expression systems and recording conditions yield different
results, and this complicates the basic definition of Panx1 channel properties.
Despite the ambiguities with respect to channel properties, there is
good agreement about the basic structural configuration of the channel. In
particular, several lines of evidence point to a hexameric structure of the
channel (16) including unpublished work by our lab and collaborators at the
University of Virginia. The predicted topology of each subunit consists of 4
transmembrane domains near the N-terminus and a longer intracellular Cterminal domain (1,6). The pore-forming region may consist of the first two
transmembrane domains as well as the far C-terminal region of the protein
(17) which could swing up into the pore in a “ball and chain” fashion to
restrict channel conductance (18). While the structural properties of this
channel are well-understood, solving the crystal structure would be very
exciting (particularly under the various activation mechanisms of the
channel, see next section).
With respect to pharmacologic properties, Panx1 is inhibited by a wide
range of compounds, some of which are also known to block connexin
channels and others which are more unique inhibitors of the channel (19).
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Unique inhibitors, however, is not meant to imply “selective” or even “potent”
as all of the Panx1 blockers identified to date also have other targets and/or
are used in micromolar to millimolar concentrations. Carbenoxolone (CBX) is
a glycyrrhetinic acid compound and is one of the most commonly used Panx1
channel blockers. At higher concentrations, it can inhibit connexin channels
and also 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (20,21). Nonetheless, its high
water solubility (up to 100 mg/mL (22)) and relatively fast inhibition kinetics
in recording studies make it a popular choice among pannexin researchers.
Probenecid and other membrane transport inhibitors also inhibit Panx1 (23).
Probenecid can be useful as it does not block connexin channels, however it
is nearly insoluble in water (24) and has a much higher IC50 for inhibition of
Panx1 (92 µM versus 0.69 µM for CBX in anti-FAS treated Jurkat cells (9)).
Another chemically distinct and recently identified compound that inhibits
Panx1 is the fluoroquinolone antibiotic Trovafloxacin (Trovan) (25). Trovan
has the unique effect of blocking Panx1 in a voltage-dependent manner,
inhibiting only the inward current while largely sparing the outward current.
Additionally, the IC50 of Trovan is comparable to that of CBX (14,25) and it
has the advantage of good blood-brain-barrier permeability (26). A
disadvantage of this drug is its low water solubility (<25 mg/mL (27)).
Finally, it is important to mention the
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Panx1 peptide, which is often

described as a selective inhibitor of Panx1 (7,19). This peptide was designed
to mimic the extracellular loop of Panx1. In connexin channels, these loopmimicking peptides prevent docking of two adjacent hemichannels and thus
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the formation of a patent gap junction; as Panx1 does not form gap
junctions, an extracellular loop-mimic peptide design would not be expected
to inhibit Panx1 channels. Accordingly, the
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Panx1 peptide may inhibit Panx1

via a steric effect rather than a sequence-specific mechanism (28) and
unfortunately, this effect is not specific to Panx1 as

10

Panx1 inhibits connexin

channels as well (7).
Lastly, it is important to note that the channel is indeed located on the
extracellular plasma membrane (16,29-31). There are some reports of
expression of the channel in the endoplasmic reticulum (6,32), however this
observation is often either in the context of over-expression systems and/or
with fluorescently-tagged versions of the channel, and this large tag could
change the natural cellular localization of the channel. One report of
endogenous Panx1 localized to intracellular organelles does exist (33), and it
would be ideal to see this report followed up in other cell types with other
Panx1 antibodies as the selectivity of Panx1 antibodies is notoriously
enigmatic (34). If the channel is expressed in the endoplasmic reticulum, its
function at that location is currently unknown.

1.2 Suspected modes of regulation
As with the basic properties of pannexin channels, understanding of
Panx1 regulation is still primitive. Panx1 opening and closing is likely to be
tightly regulated, as uncontrolled activity could have dire consequences for
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the cell and surrounding tissue (e.g., depleting vital intracellular ATP stores
and/or initiating an inflammatory response). Interestingly, one difference
between mouse and human pannexin channels is that human Panx1 only
produces current after activation (9,18). And with both species, ATP is only
released after channel stimulation (10,35). This implies that for Panx1 to
have a physiologic function (particularly related to ATP release and purinergic
signaling), there must be controlled activation of the channel. In fact, there
have been several modes of channel regulation identified already to date,
with other mechanisms likely to be discovered in the coming years. These
regulation mechanisms have been extensively reviewed by others
(13,36,37). I will highlight a few mechanisms here that may be of
importance to our work.
One frequently mentioned mode of regulation is via coupling of
pannexin channels to purinergic receptors, specifically to P2X7. Purinergic
receptors bind purines (like ATP, UTP and others) and are separated into two
main classes based on mechanism of action; P2X receptors are ligand-gated
cation channels while P2Y receptors are G-protein coupled (38). Interaction
between Panx1 and receptors of these types is particularly remarkable as the
channel could secrete the receptor ligand and act in an autocrine (in addition
to paracrine) fashion, amplifying the initial purinergic signaling event.
Some purinergic receptors (P2X4 and P2X7) undergo a poorly
understood change in conductance after stimulation with ligand and this
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change may be connected to Panx1 (39). While the initial response of P2X7
to ATP is a small cationic conductance, the currents shift after minutes to a
higher conductance, less selective state. One theory regarding this
phenomenon is that the change is intrinsic to the receptor-channel, and that
the pore of the P2X channel actually dilates upon prolonged stimulation,
allowing nonselective passage of ions. An alternative theory posits that
coupling could occur between the P2X7 receptor and Panx1 so that opening
of Panx1 is actually responsible for the apparent change in electrical
properties (40). Several reports replicated this coupling effect (8,41), which
may occur via calcium or another second messenger (42,43). Notably, most
of these findings of Panx1 acting as the large, nonselective, “P2X7 pore” used
a rat P2X7 construct or mouse macrophages. At the same time, several other
groups were unable to reproduce the finding that Panx1 is the P2X7 pore or
had conflicting results (44-47). The point of distinction may be due to the
fact that the P2X7 pore phenomenon may have a different identity depending
on the cellular context (39) or perhaps that P2X7 variants support different
degrees of coupling. For example, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
that disrupt P2X7 pore formation are found in particular mouse strains (like
the commonly used C57BL/6 strain) and in subsets of the human population
as well (41,48,49). In addition, there also exist several splice variants of
P2X7, which hinder large pore formation in various cell types (50,51). In
sum, whether and how Panx1 couples to P2X7 remains under debate
(specifically, whether Panx1 opening can account for the “pore dilation” of
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P2X7), but it is likely that coupling may occur in certain species and cell
types which have permissive P2X7 variants. In specific mouse lines (like
C57BL/6), P2X7 and Panx1 will be unable to couple.
In addition to coupling to P2X receptors, Panx1 may also be activated
via other receptors, specifically G-protein coupled receptors of the Gq type.
Several of these types of receptors activate Panx1 channels including α1
adrenoreceptors (52), histamine H1 receptors (53), the thrombin receptor
PAR-1 (54), thromboxane receptors (55), and P2Y6 (56). While the exact
manner of channel activation is still being examined, some groups suspect
that this coupling may occur via phospholipase C and intracellular calcium
(57) while others implicate Rho kinases (58) or cAMP/PKA (55). Our group is
also investigating this question and assessing various alternative hypotheses
for the activation mechanism. We identified the second intracellular loop as
being the vital for activation via this mechanism (52) and found that
mutation of a specific tyrosine (Y198) to alanine can completely disrupt α1
adrenoreceptor-dependent activation of the channel. This mutation and
activation mechanism will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
Another mechanism of activation involves caspase-mediated cleavage
of the C-terminal tail of Panx1 (9,18). This cleavage event can be associated
with cell apoptosis, opening the channel to release the “find me” signal ATP
and recruit phagocytic cells to the area (9). As mentioned above, the Cterminal portion of the channel may be located near the presumed pore of
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the channel (17). Indeed, cleavage and removal of the C-tail activates the
channel whether or not apoptosis is occurring; this suggests that modulation
of this region of the protein could be critical for a broad range of channel
activation mechanisms (18).
Several post-translational modifications can regulate Panx1 channel
function (reviewed in (59)). First, the channel can contain multiple
glycosylation forms located on the first extracellular loop (6). Not only can
these glycosylation patterns potentially prevent gap junction formation
between two adjacent pannexin channels, these extracellular modifications
are also implicated in channel trafficking. Specifically, the most complex
glycosylation state of the channel promotes Panx1 trafficking to the cell
surface and other less complex glycosylation states are more intracellular.
However, there also exist several mutant forms of the channel that lack the
most complex glycosylation state and yet still traffic normally to the cell
surface (35,60).
Phosphorylation of the channel by Src kinase is another proposed
activation mechanism, specifically facilitated by upstream activation of NMDA
receptors (61,62), P2X7 receptors (42) and/or type 1 TNF receptors (63).
The presumed phosphorylation target is Y308 in the intracellular C-terminal
portion of the channel (61,62).
Finally, three other mechanisms of activation are worth mentioning:
mechanical stretch (10), membrane depolarization (2) and high extracellular
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K+ (10,30). With respect to these mechanisms, however, it is important to
note that how these stimuli act on the channel is currently unknown. In
addition, our single channel recordings show that Panx1 is not a voltagegated channel (unpublished data). Also, in our hands at the University of
Virginia, high K+ does not stimulate opening of the channel as measured by
dye uptake in native channels (unpublished data).
Despite significant progress in the area of Panx1 regulation, two key
questions remain. First, what are the endogenous mechanisms of channel
inhibition that prevent the negative consequences of excess ATP efflux? I
examine a novel mechanism of channel inhibition in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation. And second, of these potential channel regulations, which are
relevant in vivo, and under what physiologic or pathophysiologic settings? I
address this question specifically with respect to neuropathic pain in Chapter
3, and I present a new idea for a physiologic function of Panx1 in Chapter 4.

1.3 Functions of Panx1: phenotypes despite low expression
As mentioned above, the expression of Panx1 is widespread, having
been detected in most tissues (2,3). It is highly expressed in the brain in
particular, although the level of expression peaks during the late embryonic
period and then rapidly drops off into adulthood (64). This expression pattern
implies a role for the channel in development but surprisingly, the global
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Panx1 knockout mouse is largely normal under unstressed conditions (see
Chapter 3 and also (65)).
One exception, where Panx1 has a role in normal physiology, is in the
regulation of vascular function (52,66). In these studies, smooth muscle cell
specific knockout of Panx1 caused nocturnal hypotension, presumably due to
a disruption of α1 adrenoreceptor-mediated Panx1 opening (and subsequent
vasoconstriction supported by ATP release). Panx1 channels may also
support synaptic plasticity, as global Panx1 knockout mice had impaired
spatial learning and object recognition (67,68). In the coming years, it will be
interesting to see if more physiologic roles are found for Panx1.
A number of phenotypes do readily appear, however, after the mice
are subjected to various stressors or stimuli. Many of these identified
phenotypes deal with CNS functions and inflammation, and these will be
summarized below.
Within the nervous system, pathophysiologic functions of the channel
result in several diverse phenotypes. One of the earliest observed roles for
pannexin channels was in brain ischemia (69,70), where double Panx1-Panx2
knockout mice are largely protected from damage after ischemic insult (71).
Other reports implicate Panx1 in epilepsy (72-74), the carotid body response
to hypoxia (75), death of enteric neurons due to colitis (76), migraine (77),
glaucoma (78), multiple sclerosis (79), and perhaps even schizophrenia (80).
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Another role for Panx1 is in the development of neuropathic pain. A
handful of papers (41,81-83) and reviews (84,85) have suggested this role,
however there are some key limitations to these studies that are worth
mentioning. Before detailing these limitations, I first want to summarize the
key features of neuropathic pain as this is a major topic of Chapter 3.
Neuropathic pain is a type of chronic pain condition that results from
direct damage to the nervous system (86,87). This damage can be caused by
trauma (e.g., sciatica, operative injury), metabolic aberrations (e.g.,
diabetes, vitamin B12 deficiency), or toxic insults (e.g., chemotherapeutic
agents, heavy metals). The results of this damage are painful symptoms
defined as allodynias (a painful response to normally non-painful stimuli) and
hypersensitivities (an increased sensitivity to stimuli that is already painful).
Patients often describe the symptoms as chronic burning, tingling sensations,
and a heightened sensitivity to touch or temperature (e.g., pain when putting
on socks). Unfortunately, for many patients these symptoms are
unresponsive to most of the front-line medications for neuropathic pain (86).
Ongoing, under-treated symptoms lead to a host of related psychosocial
conditions, including loss of sleep, poor job performance, addiction to pain
medications, and depression (88-90). The monetary costs from the
treatment of neuropathic pain and these associated conditions are immense,
constituting a significant portion of the $635 billion spent annually in the US
on chronic pain (91). In addition, neuropathic pain is widespread with an
estimated prevalence of upwards of 17% (88).
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In recent years, there has been a remarkable amount of convincing
work implicating ATP and purinergic signaling in neuropathic pain (38). The
current molecular model of neuropathic pain posits that P2X4 receptors
promote brain-derived neurotrophic factor release in the dorsal horn of the
spinal cord (92), leading to altered pain processing and an increased
propagation of pain signals into the CNS (93). Other purinergic receptors
contribute to neuropathic pain as well, including P2X3 (94,95), P2X7 (96)
and P2Y12 (97). While the downstream players of these pathways are well
characterized, the initial source of ATP necessary to stimulate P2X4 and other
purinergic receptors has not been identified. This unknown element of the
model led us to test the hypothesis that Panx1 could contribute to
neuropathic pain development, and therefore could be the missing source of
ATP after nerve injury (see Chapter 3). In fact, this was such a strong,
compelling hypothesis that unbeknownst to us, several other groups were
testing similar hypotheses which have since been published (41,81-83).
The first published work examined the relationship of SNPs in various
mouse lines to pain behavior after spared nerve injury (41). One of the most
prominent associations between genetics and pain was with a SNP in the
P2X7 receptor that disrupts P2X7 pore formation (and presumably Panx1
opening (48)). While this paper implicated Panx1 via the association with
P2X7, an independent role for the channel was not specifically addressed.
The next publications did attempt to establish a role for Panx1 in pain,
however the primary data was heavily - or in two of the cases, entirely -
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dependent on notoriously nonselective Panx1 blockers (81-83). These papers
certainly represent important contributions to the understandings of
neuropathic pain, but the use of these nonselective blockers prevents the
formation of definitive conclusions. Additionally, mechanisms by which the
channel promotes neuropathic pain were suggested in those works (e.g., via
P2X7 or NMDA receptors (84)), but again not directly tested. In Chapter 3,
we confirm that Panx1 function contributes to neuropathic pain and further
attempt to understand the mechanism behind this phenomenon.
A final area of interest is Panx1 and inflammation. This topic has been
extensively reviewed by others (98-100), but it is important to note that
Panx1 channels are implicated in many inflammation-related processes.
These processes include releasing ATP to act as a “find me” signal for
apoptotic cells (9), migration of immune cells (101,102), T lymphocyte
activation (103,104), and possibly inflammasome activation (105,106)
although this is debated by others (101,107). As an aside, neuropathic pain
is also heavily dependent on both peripheral and central inflammation, and
the interaction between these recruited inflammatory cells at various
locations along sensory processing pathways promotes the development of
neuropathic pain (93,108-110).
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1.4 Dissertation preview
This introduction highlighted the fact that there are still many
unanswered questions regarding Panx1 (Figure 1.1). The following
dissertation does not attempt to address any of these major questions as a
whole; rather, it is an evaluation of several of these key questions separated
into three distinct narratives. The first section investigates a novel posttranslational modification of Panx1 (Chapter 2). The second is a continuation
of early work on the channel regarding neuropathic pain, and seeks to
confirm and expand those initial findings on this pathophysiologic function of
the channel (Chapter 3). The last part consists of a preliminary investigation
into a novel physiologic role for Panx1 in sleep (Chapter 4). Finally, Chapter
5 will review each of these findings with respect to future work and overall
conclusions.
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Figure 1.1 Central questions regarding Panx1 and dissertation
overview.
Specific chapters that address these topics are in red lettering.
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CHAPTER 2
S-nitrosylation inhibits pannexin 1 channel function
This chapter is modified from the following publication and represents the work
of myself along with Alex Lohman from the Brant Isakson lab as co-firstauthors:
Lohman, A.W.*, Weaver, J.L.*, Billaud, M., Sandilos, J.K., Griffiths, R., Straub,
A.C., Penuela, S., Leitinger, N., Laird, D.W., Bayliss, D.A., Isakson, B.E. (2012).
S-nitrosylation inhibits pannexin 1 channel function. Journal of Biological
Chemistry 287(27): 39602-12. [PMID: 24634817]
Please note: I was responsible for performing all patch clamping experiments.
Western blots, biotin switch assays, histology and ATP release assays were
conducted by Alex Lohman.

2.1 Introduction
As described in Section 1.2, there are several known modes of Panx1
channel activation including membrane stretch and depolarization (10),
activation of α1-adrenorecptors (10,66) and PAR-1 receptors (54), and by
cleavage of its intracellular C-tail by activated caspases 3 and 7 (9,18). Since
sustained ATP release from cells is detrimental to cell viability, it is crucial
that the activity of these channels be tightly regulated to prevent depletion of
ATP. Even as novel forms of Panx1 channel activation continue to emerge,
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mechanisms leading to inhibition of these channels remain poorly
understood.
Inhibition of the channel could potentially occur via several
mechanisms including alterations in channel trafficking, allosteric modulation,
inactivation/deactivation or other forms of post-translational modification (of
which there are many). Allosteric modulation and inactivation/deactivation
may not apply in the case of Panx1 as these channels do not appear to be
ligand-gated or voltage-gated. Evidence has arisen indicating that the
channel is post-translationally modified by glycosylation at asparagine 254,
an event thought to regulate trafficking of Panx1 channels to the plasma
membrane (31,111). However, alterations in these glycosylation events are
restricted to heterologous expression systems (and often observed in mutant
proteins), and have not been observed dynamically or spontaneously with
the endogenous channel. Panx1 channels can also be irreversibly modified
during apoptosis by cleavage of the intracellular C-tail by caspases (9,18),
allowing release of ATP that serves as a “find-me” signal for monocyte
recruitment and phagocytosis. Despite the recognition of these modification
events, there are no indentified reversible post-translational modifications
involved in the regulation of Panx1 channel activity at the plasma membrane.
Protein S-nitrosylation is a reversible post-translational modification in
which nitric oxide (NO) moieties are covalently bound to reactive cysteine
thiols via an S-nitrosothiol bond. S-nitrosylation can have profound effects on
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protein function with modification of even a single cysteine residue
dramatically altering protein activity (112,113). This modification is known to
regulate the activity of several membrane channels including, among others,
connexin43 (Cx43) gap junctions and hemichannels (112,114), the cardiac
slowly activating delayed rectifier potassium channel KCNQ1 (115), the
transient receptor potential channel TRPC5 (116) and the ryanodine receptor
type 1 (113). Notably, Cx43, a constituent of gap junction channels with a
similar membrane topology and oligomerization state as Panx1, is modified
by S-nitrosylation at a single cysteine residue in small arteries leading to an
increase in channel permeability to second messengers (112).
Panx1 contains several cysteine residues that may play important roles
in the regulation of channel function. As Panx1 is highly expressed in tissues
rich in NO, such as the vasculature and nervous system, we sought to
determine if Panx1 can be post-translationally modified by S-nitrosylation
and whether this modification can affect channel activity.

2.1 Experimental procedures
2.1.1 Chemicals and reagents
Reduced L- glutathione (GSH), DL-Dithiothreitol (DTT), Nethylmaleimide (NEM) and 1H-[1,2,4]Oxadiazolo[4,3-a]quinoxalin-1-one
(ODQ) were purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO). Diethylammonium (Z)-11(N, N-diethylamino)diazen-1-ium-1,2-diolate (DEA-NONOate) was
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purchased from Cayman chemicals (Ann Arbor, MI) and prepared by
dissolving in 10 mM NaOH. S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) was prepared by
incubating reduced GSH with sodium nitrate. CBX, Biotin-HPDP and EZ-link
sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin were purchased from ThermoFisher (Waltham, MA).

2.1.2 Cell culture and transfections
Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified eagle medium (DMEM) High Glucose (Gibco) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), 1%
penicillin/streptomycin, 1% L-glutamine and 1% non-essential amino acids
and maintained at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. All cells were used
for experiments at passage ≤ 20. Primary mouse aortic endothelial cells
(mAECs) were purchased from Cell Biologics (Chicago, IL), cultured in ECMMV media and maintained at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. All
mAECs were used for experiments at passage ≤ 8 as per the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Cells at 80-90% confluency were transfected with plasmids or siRNAs
using the Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) following
the manufacturers protocol. For electrophysiology experiments, cells were
co-transfected with the Panx1 pcDNA3.1 plasmid and green fluorescent
protein (2.5 µg of Panx1 plasmid with 0.5 µg of pEGFP) and plated onto polyL-lysine-coated glass coverslips 24 hours later. The cells were returned to the
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incubator and allowed to adhere for at least 1 hour prior to use. Recordings
were conducted within 1 day of plating.

2.1.3 Plasmid generation and site-directed mutagenesis
Full length murine Panx1 coding region was amplified by PCR from a
Panx1-EGFP-N1 plasmid, previously described in (6), using the following
primers: forward – 5’caaatgggcggtaggcgtgt 3’, reverse – 5’
cttgtggccgtttacgtcgc 3’. The PCR product was digested (HindIII and BamHI)
and ligated into pcDNA3.1. The final construct was sequenced to confirm
proper insertion. Single cysteine-to-alanine mutations were performed in the
Panx1 pcDNA3.1 construct using the QuikChangeII Site-Directed Mutagenesis
Kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and double cysteine-to-alanine
mutations were constructed using the QuikChange Multi Site-Directed
Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies) following the manufacturer’s protocol.

2.1.4 Biotin switch assay
The biotin switch assay was performed as previously described
(112,117). Briefly, cell monolayers were treated with 100 µM GSNO, 50 µM
DEA-NONOate or vehicle for 10 minutes at 37°C. Monolayers were then
washed with PBS, cells lysed in RIPA buffer containing protease inhibitors and
protein quantified using the Bradford technique. Proteins were precipitated
with acetone and pelleted by centrifugation for 5 minutes at 10,000xg.
Pellets were resuspended and free cysteine thiols were blocked with NEM for
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20 minutes at 50°C. Proteins were then precipitated as described above to
remove excess NEM and S-nitrosylated cysteines were reduced with 1 mM
ascorbate in the presence of 1mM Cu2+and biotinylated with biotin-HPDP for
1 hour at room temperature. Biotinylated proteins were then pulled down
with streptavidin-agarose beads for 1 hour at room temperature and
subjected to SDS PAGE and Western blotting for detection of S-nitrosylated
Panx1. For negative controls, ascorbate was omitted from the assay which
prevented reduction of S-nitrosothiols and subsequent biotinylation.

2.1.5 Electrophysiology
Whole cell voltage-clamp recordings were performed as described
(18). Recordings were obtained at room temperature with 3-5 MΩ Sylgardcoated borosilicate glass patch pipettes and an Axopatch 200B amplifier
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The internal solution contained 30 mM
tetraethylammonium chloride, 100 mM CsMeSO4, 4 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2,
0.5 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM EGTA, 3 mM ATP-Mg and 0.3 mM GTPTris (pH 7.3). The bath solution was composed of 140 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 2
mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES and 10 mM glucose (pH 7.3). Bath
solutions containing 50 µM CBX, 1 mM DTT, and 100 µM DEA NONOate
(bubbled with 100% O2) were flowed over the cells at a rate of approximately
2 mL/min while 100 µM GSNO, 100 µM GSH, or 100 µM GSH with 100 µM
H2O2 were pipetted directly into the bath under stop-flow conditions. Ramp
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voltage clamp commands were applied at 5-s intervals using pCLAMP
software and a Digidata 1322A digitizer (Molecular Devices). Peak currents
were taken at +80 mV and the percent inhibition was calculated by dividing
the decrease in peak current by the total Panx1 current (defined by its CBX
sensitivity). We quantified the DTT-reversible component of GSNO/DEAinhibited current to define the fraction of current inhibition that was due to Snitrosylation.

2.1.6 ATP release assay
HEK293T cells or mAECs were plated in 24 well plates coated with
0.01% poly-L-lysine or 0.2% gelatin, respectively. HEK293T cells at 80-90%
confluency were transfected with plasmids encoding Panx1WT or Panx1
cysteine mutants for 24 hours. For ATP release experiments, the media was
removed from each well and cells were carefully washed 2 times with warm
Krebs-HEPES buffer containing 2 mM Ca2+ and 1% BSA. Cells were then
incubated in fresh Krebs-HEPES buffer for 30 minutes at 37°C to allow
degradation of any ATP released as a result of mechanical stimulation
imparted by changing the media. Ecto-nucleotidases were then inhibited by
incubating cell monolayers with 300 µM ARL 67156 (Tocris, Bristol, UK) for
30 minutes at 37°C. ATP release was stimulated from HEK293T cells by
depolarizing the cells with 100 mM KCl for 1 minute or from mAECs by
treatment with 1 U/mL mouse thrombin for 5 minutes (as previously
described (54)). To evaluate the effect of NO donors on ATP release, cells
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were pretreated with 100 µM GSNO or 50 µM DEA NONOate for 10 minutes.
For controls, cells were pretreated with 100 µM GSH or 50 µM CBX. For
experiments using mAECs, cells were either allowed to grow to confluency or
transfected at 80-90% confluency with two siRNAs targeting Panx1 (Ambion,
ThermoFisher) (66) for 48 hours to knockdown endogenous Panx1. Following
stimulation of ATP release, 75 µL of the cell supernatant was collected and
placed immediately on ice. All samples were briefly centrifuged and 50 µL of
each sample was transferred to a 96-well plate. Using a FluoStar Omega
luminometer, 50 µL of luciferin:luciferase reagent (ATP bioluminescence
assay kit HSII; Roche, Risch-Rotkreuz, Switzerland) was injected into each
well and luminescence was immediately recorded. ATP concentration in each
sample was calculated from a standard curve for all experiments. Data are
expressed as a % change in ATP release from control (unstimulated cells)
conditions or a % inhibition of ATP release by GSNO for experiments on
HEK293T cells expressing Panx1 cysteine mutants.

2.1.7 Cell surface protein biotinylation
HEK293T cells were transfected to express Panx1WT or Panx1 cysteine
mutants as described above and grown to confluency in 6-well plates. For
experiments examining the effect of NO donors on Panx1 membrane
expression, confluent monolayers were treated for various times (0-10
minutes) with GSNO. Cells were washed once with cold PBS then incubated
with cold DMEM (without FBS) and 50 µM CBX at 4°C for 30 minutes. CBX
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was added to prevent biotin from passing through Panx1 channels, which
would label intracellular proteins. Cells were then washed with PBS and
incubated at 4°C for 1 hour in cold PBS (1.5 mL/dish) containing EZ-linksulfo-NHS-LC-biotin (1 mg/mL) and CBX (50 µM). The cells were then
washed again with PBS and lysed in PBST (PBS + 0.5-1% Triton-X 100)
containing protease inhibitors. Total protein was quantified using the
Bradford technique and equal amounts of protein were incubated with
Streptavidin-agarose beads for 2 hours at 4°C to pull down biotinylated
proteins. Beads were then washed 5 times with PBST, spun down and bound
proteins eluted by incubation with laemmli buffer. Eluted proteins were
subjected to SDS-PAGE and Western blotting for detection of Panx1.

2.1.8 Immunofluorescence microscopy
Transfected HEK cells were fixed in 4% PFA for 15 minutes and
subjected to standard immunocytochemistry as previously described (66).
Images were obtained with an Olympus Fluoview 1000 laser scanning
confocal microscope.

2.1.9 cGMP assay
Transfected HEK cells were incubated with ODQ (10 µM) for 20
minutes prior to treatment with GSNO (100 µM) or vehicle for 10 minutes at
37°C. Cells were then isolated and lysed in buffer provided in the cGMP XP®
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Assay kit (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA) and the assay was performed
according to manufacturer’s protocol. A standard curve of known cGMP
concentrations was constructed and used to calculate cGMP concentrations in
the experimental samples.

2.1.10 Data analysis
Results are presented as means ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was
determined by p < 0.05 using a Mann-Whitney U-test or Kruskal-Wallis test
followed by Dunn’s test for multiple comparisons.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Panx1 can be S-nitrosylated
To determine if Panx1 can be S-nitrosylated, we transfected HEK293T
cells with a plasmid encoding murine Panx1 and treated the cells with two
independent NO donors: S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) or diethylamine
NONOate (DEA NONOate). This provides a useful model system for
examination of Panx1 modifications since we find that endogenous Panx1 is
undetectable in these cells (118). In addition, Western blot analysis did not
reveal any expression of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) isoforms in these cells
(Figure 2.1A), providing a clean model system with little to no background
NO from endogenous sources.
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Figure 2.1 Expression of NOS isoforms in HEK cells and validation
of the mAEC phenotype.
(A) Western blots of HEK cell lysates for eNOS, nNOS and iNOS. +
control for eNOS was human coronary artery endothelial cells, for nNOS
was mouse brain and iNOS was activated macrophages. (B) Western
blots of mAEC lysates for the endothelial cell markers eNOS, PECAM-1,
Cdh5. Human coronary artery smooth muscle cells were used as a
negative control and positively identified by their expression of SM22α.
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Application of 100 µM GSNO or 50 µM DEA NONOate for 10 minutes
induced S-nitrosylation of Panx1 as detected by the biotin switch assay
(Figure 2.2). Treating cells with a reducing agent (DTT, 1 mM) immediately
following GSNO or DEA NONOate treatment to reduce S-nitrosothiols
prevented biotinylation in this assay. In addition, S-nitrosylation of Panx1
was not observed in untransfected cells or when the ascorbate step was
omitted to prevent unmasking of S-nitrosylated cysteines for subsequent
biotinylation. The biotin switch assay can detect proteins with cysteine
modifications in addition to S-nitrosylation, and GSNO is capable of also
modifying cysteine thiols by S-glutathionylation. Therefore, we treated
Panx1WT expressing HEK cells with reduced glutathione (GSH, 100 µM), which
can induce S-glutathionylation but not S-nitrosylation. Importantly, we did
not observe Panx1 modification by GSH in these cells (Figure 2.2A). Protein
S-glutathionylation occurs more readily under conditions of oxidative stress,
but we did not observe any Panx1 cysteine modification when Panx1WT
expressing cells were exposed to reduced GSH in the presence of 100 µM
H2O2. This further supports a role for Panx1 S-nitrosylation over Sglutathionylation (Figure 2.2B). Taken together, these results indicate that
Panx1 can be S-nitrosylated.
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Figure 2.2 S-nitrosylation of Panx1 by GSNO.
(A) Biotin switch assay on untransfected and Panx1WT expressing HEK
cells treated with 100 µM GSNO ± 1 mM DTT, 50 µM DEA-NONOate ± 1
mM DTT, or 100 µM GSH. Ascorbate (-Asc) was omitted from the biotin
switch assay for the negative control. (B) Biotin switch assay on
Panx1WT expressing HEK cells treated with 100 µM GSNO, 100 µM GSH ±
100 µM H2O2, or 100 µM H2O2 alone.
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2.2.2 S-nitrosylation inhibits Panx1 channel function
To determine the functional consequences of S-nitrosylation on Panx1
channel activity, we examined effects of GSNO and DEA NONOate on whole
cell currents from Panx1WT expressing HEK cells. The peak current evoked by
voltage ramp protocols (at +80 mV) was strongly inhibited by GSNO (Figure
2.3A and Figure 2.3B). Importantly, and as expected for an effect mediated
by S-nitrosylation, GSNO-mediated current inhibition was completely
reversed by the reducing agent, DTT (Figure 2.3A and Figure 2.3B). The
current restored by DTT was inhibited by the Panx1 channel blocker, CBX and
displayed a current-voltage relationship characteristic of Panx1 (Figure
2.3B); note that GSNO-mediated inhibition was evident over the entire
voltage range, including at rest potentials. We quantified the DTT-reversible
component of GSNO-inhibited current, relative to the CBX-sensitive current,
as a measure of the percentage of Panx1 current that was reduced by Snitrosylation (~63%, Figure 2.3C). The DTT-reversible inhibition was
significantly greater following GSNO treatment, by comparison to that
following GSH or GSH with H2O2 application, consistent with the biotin switch
data which suggested that the channel was modified by S-nitrosylation rather
than S-glutathionylation. We also observed DTT-reversible current inhibition
following application of DEA NONOate (e.g., see Figure 2.4A-B). However,
the response with DEA NONOate was less consistent than with GSNO (n=2 of
6 cells tested), and effects of the compound were not more evident when
applied at higher concentrations (up to 1 mM) or at elevated temperature
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(30°C). There was no significant activation of current by DTT in Panx1expressing cells that had not been treated with NO donors, and there were
no detectable CBX-sensitive currents in untransfected cells (data not shown).
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Figure 2.3 GSNO inhibits Panx1 currents.
(A) Time series showing peak Panx1 whole cell current amplitude during
application of 100 µM GSNO, DTT and CBX. (B) I/V curves of Panx1
currents from Panx1WT expressing HEK cells under control conditions
(black trace), following application of 100 µM GSNO (red trace), 1 mM
DTT (green trace) and CBX (blue trace). (C) Summary data showing the
percent of Panx1 current inhibition by GSNO, GSH or GSH with H2O2 that
was reversible by DTT. D. ATP release assay from untransfected (white
bar) and Panx1WT expressing (black bars) HEK cells. Data represents
cells treated with 100 mM KCl following pretreatment with 100 µM GSNO,
50 µM DEA NONOate, 100 µM GSH or 50 µM CBX. All data are presented
as a % change in ATP release compared to control (-KCl). n-values are
indicated in brackets. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.001; ***, p<0.0001
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Figure 2.4 Panx1 current inhibition by DEA NONOate.
(A) Time series showing peak Panx1 whole cell current amplitude during
application of 100 µM DEA NONOate, DTT and CBX. (B) I/V curves of
Panx1 currents from Panx1WT expressing HEK cells under control
conditions (black trace), following application of 100 µM DEA NONOate
(orange trace), 1 mM DTT (green trace) and CBX (blue trace).
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In addition to S-nitrosylation, increases in NO can activate soluble
guanylate cyclase (sGC) and promote downstream cGMP-dependent
phosphorylation cascades. Therefore, we examined whether GSNO treatment
activated sGC in our cells and if this contributed to GSNO-mediated Panx1
current inhibition. Western blot analysis revealed endogenous expression of
sGC in our HEK cells that was not affected by transfection with the murine
Panx1 plasmid or by treatment with GSNO (Figure 2.5A). While GSNO did not
affect the expression of sGC, we observed a significant increase in
intracellular cGMP concentration following GSNO treatment in Panx1WT
expressing HEK cells that could be blocked by pretreatment with the sGC
inhibitor ODQ (Figure 2.5B). To rule out the possibility that GSNO was
exerting its functional effects on Panx1 currents by activation of cGMPdependent signaling cascades, we pretreated Panx1WT expressing HEK cells
with 20 µM ODQ and examined the effect of GSNO on Panx1 currents.
Importantly, ODQ had no effect on Panx1 current inhibition by GNSO (Figure
2.5C). Taken together, these data indicate that NO can inhibit Panx1 currents
by a mechanism distinct from cGMP signaling, likely by S-nitrosylation of the
channel.
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Figure 2.5 Intracellular cGMP signaling does not contribute to
GSNO mediated Panx1 current inhibition.
(A) Western blot for soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) expression in
untransfected or Panx1WT expressing HEK cells in following treatment
with 100 µM GSNO or vehicle. (B) cGMP assay of Panx1WT expressing
HEK cells treated with 100 µM GSNO or vehicle and the sGC inhibitor
ODQ. ***, p<0.0001. C. Effect of sGC inhibition by ODQ on Panx1
current inhibition by GSNO. Numbers in brackets represent n-values for
each experiment.
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While our electrophysiology experiments provide strong evidence that
Panx1 channel currents can be inhibited by S-nitrosylation, we also sought to
determine if ATP release from Panx1WT expressing HEK cells is functionally
affected by S-nitrosylation. Based on previous reports indicating the ability of
Panx1 channels to release ATP in response to high extracellular K+ (10), we
treated Panx1WT expressing HEK cells with 100 mM KCl and observed a
significant increase in ATP release into the extracellular medium that was
strongly inhibited by CBX (Figure 2.3D). There was no significant change in
ATP release from untransfected HEK cells following KCl stimulation, indicating
that Panx1 expression was required for ATP release in these cells.
Importantly, treatment of Panx1WT expressing HEK cells with 100 µM GSNO
or 50 µM DEA NONOate attenuated the depolarization-evoked ATP release,
consistent with our observations on the effects of these NO donor molecules
on Panx1 channel currents. Moreover, pretreatment with GSH had no effect
on ATP release from these cells (Figure 2.3D).
To examine the possibility that the reduction in Panx1 current and ATP
release following treatment with our NO donors was due to reduced
expression of these channels at the plasma membrane, we performed a
membrane biotinylation assay on Panx1WT expressing HEK cells treated with
GSNO for a time course from 0 to 10 minutes, a time frame consistent with
the observed inhibitory effects on Panx1 currents. Treatment of cells with
GSNO did not affect Panx1 expression at the plasma membrane (Figure
2.6A). Moreover, treatment of Panx1WT expressing HEK cells with GSNO for
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10 minutes had no effect on Panx1 membrane localization as assessed by
immunofluorescence microscopy (Figure 2.6B). Together, these data indicate
that the inhibitory effect of S-nitrosylation on Panx1 channels is unlikely to
reflect decreased plasma membrane expression of the channel.
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Figure 2.6 Panx1 cysteine mutants traffic to the plasma
membrane.
(A) Cell surface biotinylation assay of Panx1 from Panx1WT expressing
HEK cells following treatment with 100 µM GSNO for 0-10 minutes. (B)
Immunofluorescence of Panx1WT expressing HEK cells treated with or
without 100µM GSNO for 10 minutes. Red is Panx1 and blue is DAPI
stained nuclei. (C) Topology map of Panx1 showing the predicted location
of cysteine residues (circles). The red circles indicate the three cysteines
that were mutated to alanines within the Panx1 polypeptide (C40A,
C346A and C426A). (D) Immunofluorescence of HEK cells depicting
Panx1 mutants at the plasma membrane. Samples were processed for
immunofluorescence either under non-permeabilizing conditions and
labeled with an antibody directed against the second extracellular loop of
Panx1 (anti-Panx1 EL), or under permeabilizing conditions and labeled
with an antibody against the C-terminus of Panx1 (anti-Panx1 CT). Red
is Panx1, blue is DAPI stained nuclei. Scale bar is 10 µm in all images.
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2.2.3 Multiple cysteine resides contribute to Panx1 inhibition by Snitrosylation
To determine which cysteines are modified by S-nitrosylation and
contribute to Panx1 inhibition, we generated several cysteine-to-alanine
mutations in murine Panx1 by site-directed mutagenesis. A topology map of
Panx1 indicating the cysteines in which we made alanine substitutions (red
circles) is shown in Figure 2.6C. We identified target cysteines through a
combination of experimental and computational evidence. Previous studies
have reported increased Panx1 channel currents upon mutation of C40 or
C346, suggesting that these residues may be intimately involved in channel
regulation (17,60). The C-terminal tail, which contains an additional cysteine
(C426), may also be important for channel regulation as its removal
increases channel activity (18). Additionally, we used the scan-x posttranslational modification prediction method (119) to rank the highest
probability S-nitrosylation sites, which pointed to C40 as the most likely Snitrosylation site. Therefore, we constructed single cysteine-to-alanine
substitutions at these sites (Panx1C40A, Panx1C346A and Panx1C426A). To ensure
that mutation of these single cysteines did not affect trafficking to the plasma
membrane, we performed immunofluorescence microscopy on mutant
expressing cells under non-permeabilizing conditions with an antibody
directed against the second extracellular loop of Panx1 (anti-Panx1 EL) and
under permeabilizing conditions with an antibody directed against the
intracellular C-tail (anti-Panx1 CT). We found that all Panx1 cysteine mutants
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were able to reach the plasma membrane (see Figure 2.6D and recordings of
Cys-substituted channels below). In addition, there was no significant
difference in Panx1 holding current or basal ATP release between WT and the
Panx1 cysteine mutant channels (Figure 2.7A-B). Moreover, we performed
cell surface biotinylation assays on HEK cells expressing each of these Panx1
mutants and found that all localize to the membrane and their expression
was not affected by treatment with GSNO (Figure 2.8A-B).
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Figure 2.7 Holding currents and ATP release from WT and Panx1
cysteine mutant channels are not different.
(A) Panx1 holding currents at a holding potential of -60 mV from HEK
cells expressing WT and Panx1 cysteine mutants. (B) Basal ATP release
from unstimulated (-KCl) HEK cells expressing WT and Panx1 cysteine
mutants.
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Figure 2.8 Expression of Panx1 cysteine mutants at the plasma
membrane is not altered by GSNO.
(A) Cell surface biotinylation assay of Panx1 from HEK cells expressing
Panx1C40A, Panx1C346A or Panx1C426A following treatment with 100 µM
GSNO for 0, 5 or 10 minutes. GAPDH was used as a loading control. (B)
Cell surface biotinylation assay of Panx1 from HEK cells expressing
Panx1C40/346A, Panx1C40/426A or Panx1C346/426A following treatment with 100
µM GSNO for 0, 5 or 10 minutes. GAPDH was used as a loading control.
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To determine which cysteine residue(s) are modified by Snitrosylation, we treated HEK cells expressing Panx1 single mutant channels
with 100 µM GSNO and performed biotin switch assays. Interestingly, Snitrosylation of Panx1 was preserved in all three constructs with individual
cysteine-to-alanine substitutions (Figure 2.9A). It should be noted that
mutation of C40 or C346 resulted in decreased representation of the higher
molecular weight glycosylation species of Panx1 in this assay (Figure 2.9A).
Although all three single Cys mutant channels retained the ability to be Snitrosylated, the inhibitory effects of GSNO on Panx1 currents were abolished
specifically in Panx1C40A (Figure 2.9B) and Panx1C346A (Figure 2.9C) expressing
cells; GSNO-mediated inhibition was preserved in Panx1C426A expressing cells
(Figure 2.9D). Summary data for each Panx1 single cysteine mutant is shown
in Figure 2.9E indicating that mutation of C40 or C346, but not C426,
significantly prevented Panx1 current inhibition by GSNO. Consistent with a
lack of current inhibition by GSNO in the Panx1C40A and Panx1C346A mutants,
ATP release from cells expressing these two Panx1 mutants was not affected
by GSNO, with the Panx1C426A mutant exhibiting strong inhibition (Figure
2.9). The ability of Panx1 to be S-nitrosylated in each Panx1 single cysteine
mutant, with a loss of current inhibition and inhibition of ATP release by
GSNO only in the Panx1C40A and Panx1C346A mutants, suggested that Snitrosylation at multiple cysteine residues may be required for channel
inhibition.
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Figure 2.9 Single mutation of C40 or C346 prevents Panx1 current
inhibition by GSNO.
(A) Biotin switch assay on HEK cells expressing each of the Panx1 single
cysteine mutants, treated with or without 100 µM GSNO. (B-D) Time
series of the peak Panx1 current amplitudes from HEK cells expressing
Panx1C40A (B), Panx1C346A (C) or Panx1C426A (D) mutant constructs and
treated with 100 µM GSNO. Transfected cells were treated with 50 µM
CBX near the end of each recording, demonstrating that currents could
be blocked. (E) Summary data showing the percent of Panx1 current
inhibition by GSNO. (F) ATP release assay from HEK cells expressing
Panx1 single cysteine mutants. Data are presented as a % inhibition of
ATP release by GSNO. n-values are indicated in brackets. *, p<0.05;
**, p<0.001; ***, p<0.0001.
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To determine if multiple cysteines can be S-nitrosylated, we generated
double cysteine-to-alanine substitutions in Panx1 (Panx1C40/346A, Panx1C40/426A
and Panx1C346/426A) and tested the ability of GSNO to S-nitrosylate and inhibit
the double mutant channels. Each of the Panx1 double cysteine mutants
trafficked to the plasma membrane (Figure 2.6D). The GSNO-induced Snitrosylation was preserved in Panx1 constructs that retained either C40 or
C346, but was lost in Panx1 channels missing both C40 and C346
(Panx1C40/346A), indicating that these two cysteines are the sites of
modification (Figure 2.10A). All double mutant constructs generated CBXsensitive Panx1 currents, but GSNO-mediated current inhibition was not
observed in any of the double mutant constructs, each of which had a
substitution at either C40 or C346 (Figure 2.10B-E). Consistent with this,
GSNO was unable to inhibit ATP release from cells expressing any of the
Panx1 double mutant constructs (Figure 2.10F). Together, these data support
the idea that both C40 and C346 can be S-nitrosylated and modification at
both sites is required for GSNO-mediated inhibition of Panx1.
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Figure 2.10 Both C40 and C346 are required to be S-nitrosylated
to inhibit Panx1 currents.
(A) Biotin switch assay on HEK cells transfected with each Panx1 double
cysteine mutant construct (Panx1C40/346A, Panx1C40/426A, Panx1C346/426A).
Panx1 mutant expressing cells were treated with or without 100 µM
GSNO. (B-D) Time series of the peak Panx1 current amplitudes from
HEK cells expressing Panx1C40/346A (B), Panx1C40/426A (C) and Panx1C346/426A
(D) and treated with 100 µM GSNO. Transfected cells were treated with
50 µM CBX near the end of each recording protocol. (E) Summary data
of the percent of Panx1 current inhibition by GSNO from HEK cells
expressing the Panx1 double cysteine mutant constructs. (F) ATP
release assay from HEK cells expressing Panx1 single cysteine mutants.
Data are presented as a % inhibition of ATP release by GSNO. n-values
are indicated in brackets. **, p<0.001; *** p<0.0001
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2.2.4 S-nitrosylation of Panx1 in endothelial cells inhibits channel
activity
Panx1 is highly expressed in endothelial cells across the arterial tree
(118). Because these cells express eNOS and are exposed to large amounts
of NO, we sought to determine if Panx1 can be modified by S-nitrosylation in
a native cell. We utilized primary cultures of mouse aortic endothelial cells
(mAEC) which express eNOS and the endothelial cell markers VE-cadherin
(Cdh5) and PECAM-1 (Figure 2.1B). Treatment of mAECs with GSNO or DEA
NONOate for 10 minutes induced S-nitrosylation of endogenous Panx1
(Figure 2.11A). Consistent with our HEK cell data, S-nitrosylation of Panx1 in
mAECs by GSNO or DEA NONOate was reversed by treatment with DTT.
Moreover, treatment with GSH alone had no effect on Panx1 cysteine
modification.
To determine if S-nitrosylation of Panx1 in mAECs inhibits channel
function, we conducted whole-cell patch clamp recordings and ATP release
assays on mAECs. Single mAECs were patched in the whole cell configuration
and Panx1 currents were identified by their sensitivity to CBX and their
characteristic I/V relationship (Figure 2.11B-C). Consistent with our previous
observations, peak Panx1 currents at +80 mV were significantly inhibited by
GSNO and this inhibition was substantially reversed by treatment with DTT
(Figure 2.11B-D). Treatment with GSH or DTT alone did not affect Panx1
current in these cells indicating that S-nitrosylation of endogenous Panx1
causes potent inhibition of channel currents. We next sought to determine
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whether ATP release from Panx1 channels in mAECs was affected by Snitrosylation. Because thrombin is a specific stimulus for ATP release from
Panx1 channels in ECs (54), we stimulated mAECs with 1U/mL of thrombin
for 5 minutes. Thrombin stimulation significantly increased ATP release that
was inhibited by both CBX and siRNA knockdown of endogenous Panx1
(Figure 2.11E). Moreover, GSNO and DEA-NONOate significantly attenuated
ATP release from mAECs, indicating that S-nitrosylation inhibits endogenous
Panx1 channel function, confirming our findings from HEK cells.
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Figure 2.11 S-nitrosylation inhibits Panx1 currents and ATP
release from mouse aortic endothelial cells.
(A) Biotin switch assay on primary mouse aortic endothelial cells treated
with 100 µM GSNO ± 1 mM DTT, 50 µM DEA NONOate ± 1 mM DTT or
100 µM GSH. Ascorbate was omitted from the assay as a negative
control. (B) Time series showing peak Panx1 whole cell current
amplitude from mAECs during application of GSNO, DTT and CBX. (C)
I/V curves of Panx1 currents from primary mAECs under control
conditions (black trace), following application of 100 µM GSNO (red
trace), 1 mM DTT (green trace) and CBX (blue trace). (D) Summary
data showing the percent of Panx1 current inhibition by GSNO or GSH
that was reversible by DTT. (E) ATP release assay from mAECs
stimulated with 1U/mL mouse thrombin. Cells were pretreated with 100
µM GSNO, 50 µM DEA NONOate, 100 µM GSH or 50 µM CBX. A subset of
cells was transfected with siRNA against mouse Panx1 to knockdown the
endogenous protein. All data are presented as a % change in ATP
release compared to control (-thrombin). Panel F insert depicts a Panx1
Western blot of untransfected and Panx1 siRNA transfected mAECs.
eNOS and GAPDH were used as loading controls. n-values are indicated
in brackets. **, p<0.001; *** p<0.0001
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2.3 Discussion
In this study, we identify a novel inhibitory mechanism for Panx1
channels: we show that Panx1 can be modified by S-nitrosylation and that
this post-translation modification leads to inhibition of Panx1-mediated
currents and ATP release. In brief, we used a biotin switch assay to show
that GSNO and DEA NONOate, NO donor molecules, induce a DTT-sensitive
Panx1 modification that is consistent with S-nitrosylation; also, it was not
observed when GSH was substituted for GSNO in control or oxidative
conditions, ruling out an alternative glutathionylation mechanism. Likewise,
inhibition of whole cell Panx1 currents by GSNO and DEA NONOate was
reversed by DTT, an action that was also not mimicked by GSH. In addition,
GSNO-mediated current inhibition was not dependent on sGC activity,
supporting S-nitrosylation over other mechanisms that can contribute to NO
actions. In support of a direct inhibitory action on the channel, substitution of
either C40 or C346 on Panx1 prevented GSNO-mediated channel inhibition,
while mutation of both C40 and C346 blocked S-nitrosylation of the channel.
In sum, these data demonstrate that modification at these two critical
cysteines is required for Panx1 channel inhibition by S-nitrosylation, and they
suggest a functional role for NO in regulating the activity of Panx1 channels.
The role of Panx1 channels in ATP release from cells has been a
growing area of investigation, with multiple studies identifying mechanisms
by which Panx1 channels can be activated. By contrast, there remains little
understanding as to how Panx1 channels are inhibited. The results of our
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current study provide a novel mechanism by which Panx1 channels can be
inhibited, supporting a functional role for NO in controlling the activity of
Panx1 channels at the plasma membrane of cells and suggesting a way to
negatively regulate ATP release from cells.
Although our results indicate an inhibitory role imparted by NO on
Panx1 channels through S-nitrosylation, a recent study has implicated this
reactive oxygen species in Panx1 channel activation (70). In that work, it
was suggested that NO generated during oxygen-glucose deprivation can
activate Panx1 channels expressed in cultured hippocampal neurons. While it
is possible that NO signaling may result in differential Panx1 channel
regulation in different physiological contexts, it is important to point out that
the aforementioned study used calcein dye leakage as a functional readout
for Panx1 channel activity. Since cultured hippocampal neurons express
connexin proteins, which are both permeable to calcein dye and activated by
S-nitrosylation (112,114), it is possible that the dye leakage they observed
represented activity of connexins. Moreover, it is possible that cultured
hippocampal neurons may express other pannexin isoforms, such as Panx2,
which is highly expressed in the central nervous system (120,121). As such,
other pannexin isoforms may be regulated differently by NO. In our work, we
assessed S-nitrosylation and recorded whole cell currents as well as ATP
release from recombinant Panx1 channels, providing direct evidence for
inhibition of Panx1 by NO.
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We performed cysteine mutagenesis of Panx1 to identify the specific
residues required for S-nitrosylation and channel inhibition. Interestingly, the
two sites that we identified as critical for this inhibitory modification -- C40
and C346 -- were previously reported to enhance activity of Panx1 channels
in mutagenesis studies (60,122). In that other work, serine substitution at
either C40 (122) or C346 (60) produced “leaky” or constitutively active
channels. Together with our results, these observations suggest that C40 and
C346 may be localized to regions that are important for dynamic up- and
down-regulation of Panx1 channel activity.
We noted that mutation of either C40 or C346 affected the
glycosylation state of Panx1. It is known that Panx1 exists in three forms: a
core unglycosylated species (Gly0), a high-mannose species (Gly1) and a
complex glycosylated form (Gly2), each contributing to the characteristic
triple banding pattern on a Western blot. Mutation of C40 or C346 resulted in
a marked reduction in the Gly2 species, with the protein detected mainly as
Gly0 and Gly1 forms. Since glycosylation has been implicated in trafficking of
Panx1 channels to the plasma membrane, we examined the cellular
localization of the cysteine mutants and found that each mutant appeared on
the plasma membrane surface. Even though these cysteine substitutions may
have affected Panx1 glycosylation status, it is important to point out that
Panx1 currents and ATP release were detected for all mutant constructs,
indicating that they could form functional channels at the plasma membrane.
This is constant with previous work indicating that all Panx1 Gly species can
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reach the plasma membrane (31). Also, a previous study identified a loss in
the Gly2 species in functional, plasma membrane-localized Panx1C346S (60).
S-nitrosylation of Panx1 channels may function physiologically as a
negative feedback mechanism, mediating inhibition of channel activity
following their activation to prevent chronic release of ATP. In the
vasculature, endothelial cells that line the blood vessel lumen express
functional Panx1 channels at the plasma membrane and multiple studies
have emerged implicating these channels in ATP release (30,54,66,118,123).
Recently, it was suggested that thrombin, by activation of endothelial cell
PAR-1 receptors, promotes ATP release from Panx1 channels into the
extracellular compartment (54). Our data utilizing mouse aortic endothelial
cells indicates that thrombin-induced ATP release from these cells can be
significantly inhibited by S-nitrosylation of the channel. This novel regulatory
mechanism may play an important role in controlling the extent of ATP
release from the vascular endothelium and therefore modulate purinergic
signaling events in the vasculature. In addition, circulating erythrocytes
release ATP via Panx1 into the blood vessel lumen during conditions of low
oxygen tension and membrane deformation, conditions that arise in small
arterioles and capillaries (30,123). Released ATP activates endothelial cell
P2Y receptors causing NO generation which diffuses to and relaxes adjacent
smooth muscle cells (124). It is possible that the endothelial-derived NO
could also diffuse into the blood vessel lumen and S-nitrosylate erythrocyte
Panx1 channels, inhibiting further ATP release and preventing excess
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vasodilation. Regulation of Panx1 channels by S-nitrosylation in these cells
could therefore play an important role in the matching of blood flow to tissue
oxygen demand.
While the inhibitory effect of S-nitrosylation on Panx1 channel function
was demonstrated, the mechanism by which this modification elicits its
effects on the channel is not as clear. In this respect, our data indicate that
S-nitrosylation has no effect on Panx1 cell membrane localization suggesting
the possibility that channel activity is directly inhibited. Recent evidence has
indicated that the C terminal tail may form a portion of the Panx1 channel
pore (17) and that proteolytic cleavage of the C terminal tail increases
channel currents by its removal from the Panx1 pore (18). It is possible that
S-nitrosylation of C346 and C40 promotes a conformation that stabilizes the
C-terminal:pore interaction, and thus the channel closed state. Future
studies utilizing structural and biophysical techniques may reveal the precise
mechanism by which Panx1 S-nitrosylation inhibits the channel. Nonetheless,
our data has provided novel evidence for a post-translational mechanism
inhibiting Panx1 channels at the plasma membrane.
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CHAPTER 3
Hematopoietic pannexin 1 function is critical for
neuropathic pain
This chapter is modified from the following publication, which is under review at
the time of preparation of this thesis:
Weaver, J.L, Arandjelovic, S., Brown, G., Mendu, S., Schappe, M., Buckley,
M.W., Chiu, Y.H., Shu, S., Kim, J.K., Chung, J., Krupa, J., Jevtovic-Todorovic, V.,
Desai, B.N., Ravichandran, K.S., Bayliss, D.A. (2016). Hematopoietic pannexin 1
function is critical for neuropathic pain. Manuscript under review.
Please note: Individual contributions were as follows: J.L.W. conducted all
behavior tests, generated bone marrow transplants and viral re-expression of
Panx1. J.L.W. and G.B. isolated semi-purified populations of cells and did RTqPCR. S.A., M.W.B. and M.S. ran flow cytometry experiments. S.M. recorded
Panx1 currents in HEK cells, assisted by J.K.. J.L.W. and M.W.B. generated
adoptive transfer mice. Y.H.C. and S.S. subcloned Panx1 variants into Migr1.
Y.H.C. ran western blots for Panx1. J.L.W., G.B., J.K.K. and J.C. conducted
histology experiments and counted cells.

3.1 Introduction
Neuropathic pain is increasingly recognized as a major clinical and
societal problem, contributing to the almost $635 billion spent annually on
chronic pain in the US (87,90,91). Unlike acute pain, which is protective,
neuropathic pain is a chronic, burning, “pins and needles” sensation that
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does not respond well to currently available therapeutics. The refractory
nature of this condition negatively impacts patient quality-of-life, leading to
steep economic costs directly associated with the condition, and indirect
consequences of using opiate drugs as a primary treatment option, including
drug addiction and associated crime (88-90). A better understanding of the
molecular and cellular bases underlying the pathogenesis of neuropathic pain
can yield opportunities for more effective therapeutics.
Neuropathic pain results from physicochemical insults to the nervous
system (e.g., trauma) which triggers a chronic inflammatory response and
subsequent functional remodeling of peripheral and central sensory circuits
that underlie the persistent pain and/or sensory hypersensitivity
characteristic of the condition (108,125). Central to this prevailing model is a
critical role for paracrine purinergic signaling, whereby multiple P2X and P2Y
receptor subtypes mediate the complex intercellular communication driving
neuropathic pain symptoms (38). Whereas various theories have been
proposed for how elevated ambient ATP/UTP could trigger the downstream
effects of P2 receptor activation (125), notably absent is a clear
understanding of the source(s) of the nucleotide ligands – neither the
relevant cell type nor the mechanism of release has been identified.
A potential pathway for nucleotide release is via the widely-expressed
membrane channel Panx1 (3,10). Panx1 provides a primary means for ATP
release in many cell types, and is modulated by mechanisms potentially
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relevant to nerve injury. For example, Panx1 is activated by inflammatory
mediators (e.g., TNFα (63)), G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs: e.g., P2Y
(53-56,66)), and apoptotic signaling (e.g., caspase cleavage (9)). The
contribution of Panx1 to neuropathic pain has been suggested based largely
on circumstantial evidence or the use of non-selective pharmacological tools,
with suspected mechanisms of channel activation focused primarily on a
proposed functional relationship between P2X7 and Panx1 (41,81,82).
However, other potentially relevant channel activation mechanisms have not
been tested, and the cellular site(s) of Panx1 action have not been explored.
Here, we used global Panx1 knockout mice (Panx1-/-) and two models
of trauma-induced neuropathy (i.e., spared nerve injury, SNI, and chronic
constrictive injury of the sciatic nerve, CCI) to provide genetic evidence for a
role of Panx1 in neuropathic pain. Strikingly, the hypersensitivity that
typically develops after sciatic nerve injury was abrogated in Panx1-/- mice in
both models. Consistent with a role for Panx1 in circulating hematopoietic
cells, neuropathic pain in Panx1-/- mice could be restored by bone marrow
transplantation, either with cells from Panx1+/+ mice or with cells from Panx1/-

mice after ex vivo viral-mediated re-expression of wild-type Panx1; this

latter rescue required the expression of Panx1 channels that could be
activated by GPCRs but not by caspase cleavage. Interestingly, this pain
development occurred in mice with a P2X7 variant that does not support
Panx1 interactions (48) challenging previously held theories which suppose
that P2X7 is required for Panx1 activation in neuropathic pain (41,81,82).
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From a therapeutic standpoint, mice treated with two chemically-distinct
Panx1 blockers in relevant dosing schemes were protected from pain. These
data demonstrate that Panx1 expression in hematopoietic cells is both
necessary and sufficient for the induction of neuropathic pain after nerve
injury, and that pharmacological inhibition of Panx1 could be a viable
therapeutic alternative for the prevention and/or treatment of neuropathic
pain.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Reagents
Cell culture reagents were obtained from Life Technologies (Carlsbad,
CA), subcloning reagents from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA), and all
other reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO) unless
specified otherwise below.

3.2.2 Mice
Adult mice of both sexes were used in this study. All mice used in
these experiments were on a C57BL/6 background. Panx1-/- mice and
Panx1fl/fl mice were generated and genotyped as previously described (Figure
3.1; (25)). The absence of Panx1 protein in the Panx1-/- mice was verified by
Western blot in various tissues (brain, see Figure 3.1C; thymus, liver, spleen,
ear, heart, data not shown). To generate various conditional knockout lines,
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the following Cre-driver mice were used: GFAP-cre (Jackson Laboratories,
stock#012886), Synapsin-Cre (Jackson Laboratories, stock #003966), LysMcre (Jackson Laboratories, stock#004781), CX3CR1-cre (Jackson
Laboratories stock#0025524 (126)), CD4-cre (Taconic stock#4196).
Conditional knockout lines were monitored frequently for germline deletion
and, if observed, breeders were replaced; we found that maintaining the
Cre(+) allele exclusively on the female breeder greatly reduced the
occurrence of germline deletion. In some of the bone marrow transplant
experiments, mice expressing GFP under the ubiquitin promoter were used to
confirm transfer efficiency (UBI-GFP mice; Jackson Laboratories,
stock#004353).

3.2.3 Surgeries
To induce neuropathic pain, mice underwent spared nerve injury (SNI;
(127,128)) or chronic constrictive injury of the sciatic nerve (CCI;
(129,130)). Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and received bupivacaine
at the site of incision prior to surgery. After skin incision over the dorsal
aspect of the upper thigh, a blunt dissection through the muscle allowed
access to the sciatic nerve either at its branch point (for SNI) or proximal to
the branch (for CCI). For SNI, the common fibular and tibial nerves were
tightly ligated together using 6-0 sutures then cut to remove approximately 1
mm of nerve distal to the ligation point. The sural nerve was left completely
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intact and untouched. For CCI, the sciatic nerve was loosely ligated (until the
first contraction of the distal muscles was observed) by two 4-0 silk sutures
at approximately 5 mm from the emergence of the nerve from the greater
sciatic foramen. Sham operations involved exposure of the nerve with no
further manipulations to it. After nerve injury or sham procedure, the incision
was closed by sutures and skin glue.

3.2.4 Mechanical sensitivity
Sensitivity to touch was assessed using the standard up-down method
modified for mice with von Frey filaments (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL) of sizes
1.65 (0.008 gr of force) to 4.17 (1.4 gr of force) (131). Mice were placed in
clear plexiglass containers situated on an elevated wire mesh surface and
allowed to acclimate at least 30 min prior to testing. Starting with the middle
filament, the filaments were applied to the lateral portion of the hindpaw (for
SNI) or central hindpaw (for CCI) until the filament just bent. A response was
indicated by a sharp withdrawal of the paw. An average of three trials was
obtained in order to calculate the final 50% response threshold per paw, per
testing day. A minimum of 10 min of rest was allowed between each trial.
Day “0” testing was an average of two baselines taken on separate days.
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3.2.5 Heat sensitivity
Sensitivity to heat was quantified by the Hargreaves method as the
paw withdrawal latency to radiant heat (PWL, measured in seconds) as
described (132,133). The measurement system consisted of a clear plastic
chamber (8 x 8 x 18 cm) sitting on an elevated clear glass floor that was
temperature-regulated at 30°C. Each mouse was placed in the chamber to
accommodate for 30 min. A radiant heat source mounted on a movable
holder beneath the glass floor was positioned to deliver heat focally to the
plantar surface of either the right or left hindpaw. When the mouse withdrew
the paw, the timer was shut off. To prevent thermal injury, the light beam
automatically discontinued after 20 sec if the mouse failed to withdraw its
paw. An average of four trials was obtained in order to calculate the PWL per
paw on each day. A minimum of 10 min of rest was allowed between each
trial. Day “0” testing was an average of two baselines taken on separate
days.

3.2.6 Sensorimotor testing
Mice administered drugs were monitored for motor proficiency and
alertness using sensorimotor testing modified from a previously described
method (132,133). Three home-made apparatuses were used: an elevated
ledge, an elevated platform and an inverted wire-mesh screen. The tests had
a maximum cut-off time of 60 sec and were performed in the same order
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(ledge, platform then inverted screen). The elevated ledge was 22 cm high
and 5 mm wide. The maximum score was given if the mouse traversed the
entire length of the ledge (32 cm) within the allotted time or maintained its
balance on the ledge for that same period of time. The platform test used an
elevated circular platform of 35 mm diameter and at a height of 31 cm. The
length of time a mouse remained on the platform was measured. The
maximum score was given if the mouse remained on the platform for 60 sec
or if it climbed down the pole holding the platform. For the inverted screen
test, the mouse was placed on a wire mesh grid measuring 17 x 50 cm (15
squares per 10 cm) and the grid was rapidly inverted so the mouse was
hanging upside-down. The mouse was timed to see how long it could hang
on the screen. The area underneath each apparatus was heavily padded to
prevent injuries from potential falls and the mouse was allowed at least 5
min of rest between each apparatus.

3.2.7 Adoptive Transfer
Donor mice were sacrificed by CO2 exposure, and lymph nodes and
spleens were rapidly dissected into PBS with 10% FBS. Single cell
suspensions were made by pressing the tissue through 70 µm nylon mesh
and T cells separated by negative selection using a Pan T cell Isolation Kit
(Miltenyl Biotech, San Diego, CA). Cells were resuspended in RPMI and
2x106 cells were given via tail vein injection to each adult Rag1KO mouse
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(Jackson Laboratories stock#00216). Mice underwent SNI 10 days after the
transfer. After injury, spleens and lymph nodes were collected from some of
the mice to confirm the efficiency of the reconstitution by FACS.

3.2.8 Bone marrow transplants
Donor mice were sacrificed by CO2 exposure, hindlimb bones extracted
and flushed with PBS. The bone marrow cells were then washed, filtered
through 70 µm mesh and resuspended in PBS so that each recipient mouse
received 3x106 cells via tail vein injection. Recipient mice were irradiated
with 2 doses of 600 rads using a Shepherd Mark irradiator. The irradiations
occurred on the same day separated by 4 h and injections of new bone
marrow cells were given approximately 24 h after the final irradiation. The
recipients were maintained antibiotic water (80 mg/mL sulfmethoxazole and
0.37 mM trimethoprim) for one week before and four weeks after irradiation.
All experiments, including SNI surgeries, occurred ten weeks after the
irradiation.

3.2.9 Generation of viral constructs and particles
Viral vectors for expression of Panx1 in bone marrow cells were subcloned into Migr1, a vector previously described for ex vivo infection of bone
marrow cells ((134); Addgene plasmid #27490). Briefly, pcDNA3.1 vectors
containing the three versions of Panx1 (Panx1(WT), Panx1(TEV), Panx1(YA))
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were cut with HindIII, incubated with DNA polymerase I (Klenow) to produce
blunt ends then digested with EcoRI. Migr1 (cut with XhoI then incubated
with DNA polymerase I followed by digestion with EcoRI) was ligated with the
gel-extracted band (of the expected size) from the pcDNA3.1 digest. After
transformation of One Shot Stbl3 competent cells (ThermoFisher, Waltham,
MA), plasmids were purified and sequenced. The final vectors were packaged
by the University of Michigan Vector Core using transient transfection of the
plasmids pUMVC-Gag/Pol (Aldevron and the University of Michigan vector
core) and pCl-VSVg envelope (Addgene #1733).

3.2.10 Virally infected bone marrow chimeras
Methods for ex vivo infection of bone marrow cells and reconstitution
in irradiated mice were modified from a previously described method
(134,135). Donor Panx1-/- mice were pretreated with 2 mg of 5-fluorouracil
for 4 days prior to bone marrow harvest. The RBCs were lysed, and the
remaining cells resuspended at a concentration of 1x106 cells per ml and
cultured overnight in a 37°C humidified incubator with 5% CO2. Media
consisted of IMDM supplemented with 15% FBS, 2 mM glutamax, 1%
penicillin/streptomycin, 50 µM β-mercaptoethanol, 5 ng/mL IL3 (Peprotech,
Rockyhill, NJ), 5 ng/mL IL6 (Peprotech) and 50 ng/mL of stem cell factor
(R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). Cells were replated the next day with the
inclusion of 4 mg/mL polybrene (Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) and at a
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density of 2x106 cells per mL. Spin innoculation then occurred at 1300G and
20°C in a table-top centrifuge for 2 h using 1 mL of virus concentrate per 3
mL of cells. Cells were then returned to the incubator overnight and the spin
inoculation was repeated the next day. After 16 h, the cells were
resuspended in PBS and injected via tail vein to lethally irradiated mice (see
above for details) at a minimum of 500,000 cells per mouse.

3.2.11 Isolation and enrichment of peritoneal macrophages
Adult LysM-Cre::Panx1fl/fl and CX3CR1-Cre::Panx1fl/fl mice of either
genotype were euthanized by CO2 exposure and injected with 10 mL PBS
delivered via a 28G needle into the peritoneal cavity immediately after
confirmation of death (136). The fluid was collected via a 23G needle and the
cells washed, resuspended in DMEM-F12 media (supplemented with 10%
FBS, 10 mM L-gluatmine, 1% penicillin/streptomycin), plated and incubated
at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 3 days. The media was changed daily and on the
last day, cells were lysed in the 6-well plate and the exudate collected for RTqPCR analysis.

3.2.12 Isolation and enrichment of astrocytes
Four to 6 day-old pups of the GFAP-Cre::Panx1fl/fl line were sacrificed
by rapid decapitation under ketamine-xylazine anesthesia (375 and 25
mg/kg i.m.). Cortices were dissected into HBSS, meninges removed and the
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tissue minced into 1 mm pieces. Brains were then digested in 0.25% trypsin
at 35°C for 30 min followed by gentle trituration of the tissue in glass
pipettes of increasingly smaller sizes. The resulting suspension was filtered
through a 70 µm mesh and astrocytes were enriched using an anti-glast 1
microbead kit (Miltenyl Biotech) and the positive-selection procedure on an
AutoMacs Pro machine (Miltenyl Biotech) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. This procedure yielded approximately 2-fold enrichment for
astrocytes in the final positive selection as assessed by RT-qPCR for genes
specific to astrocytes and other brain cells (neurons and microglia, details
listed below; data not shown).

3.2.13 Isolation and enrichment of neurons
Five day-old pups of the Syn-Cre::Panx1fl/fl line were sacrificed by
rapid decapitation under ketamine-xylazine anesthesia (375 and 25 mg/kg
i.m.). Whole brains were dissected into DMEM/F12 media, meninges removed
and the tissue minced into 1 mm pieces. Brains were then digested in
120U/ml papain (Worthington Biochemical Corporation) at 30°C for 30 min
followed by gentle trituration of the tissue in glass pipettes of increasingly
smaller sizes. The resulting cells were spun at 200G for 4min, then
resuspended in Neurobasal media supplemented with 2% B27 and 0.5 mM
Glutamax. Cells were plated at a concentration of 1x106 cells per mL on polyl-lysine coated 6-well plates with partial media changes every 4 days. After 8
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days, the cells were incubated for 48-72 h with 1 µM cytosine β-Darabinofuranoside hydrochloride to inhibit the growth of any contaminating
cells. Cells were lysed directly in the 6-well plate and the exudate collected
for RT-qPCR analysis. This procedure reportedly generates semi-purified
neuronal cultures (~50% neuronal cells (137,138)).

3.2.14 Isolation and enrichment of T cells
Adult CD4-Cre::Panx1fl/fl mice were sacrificed by CO2 exposure, and
lymph nodes and spleens were rapidly dissected into PBS with 10% FBS.
Single cell suspensions were made by pressing the tissue through 70 µm
nylon mesh and T cells separated by negative selection using a Pan T cell
Isolation Kit (Miltenyl Biotech). Cells were pelleted, lysed and saved for
further RT-qPCR analysis.

3.2.15 Quantitative real-time PCR
Cells were isolated by various methods as described above. mRNA
was extracted using a Trizol reagent and a RNAeasy minkit (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany). Equal quantities of mRNA were reverse transcribed using the
iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Biorad, Hercules, CA). 25-100 ng of cDNA was
then added to a 96-well plate in triplicates and analyzed using a CFX Connect
Real-Time PCR Detection System (Biorad). For expression of Panx1, Taqman
probes and iTaq Universal Probes Supermix was used (ThermoFisher, probe
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Mm00450900_m1 for Panx1, probe Mm01545399_m1 for HPRT, and probe
Mm99999915_g1 for GAPDH). To assess the efficiency of various cell
isolation methods, iQ SYBR green Supermix (Biorad) and primers for the
following transcripts were used (Table 3.1 Primers): Slc1a3 for astrocytes,
Itgam for microglia, and Map2 for neurons and β-actin or GAPDH as
housekeeping genes. Template and primer dilutions, melt curves and
amplicon sizes were used to verify primer specificity. For all RT-qPCR data,
cycles to threshold were analyzed using a 2-ΔCt normalization procedure
(139).
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Table 3.1 Primers
Name

PrimerBank
ID

Slc1a3
forward
Slc1a3
reverse
Itgam
forward
Itgam
reverse
Map2
forward
Map2
reverse
β-actin
forward
β-actin
reverse
GAPDH
forward
GAPDH
reverse
5’ Panx
homology
arm
Common
reverse

24233554a1

GenBank
Accession
ID
NM_148938

6680484a1

NM_008401

28981317a1

NM_008632

6671509a1

NM_007393

6679937a1

NM_008084

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

Exon 3
reverse

N/a

N/a

5’ to 3’ sequence

Amplicon
size

ACCAAAAGCAACGGAG
AAGAG
GGCATTCCGAAACAGG
TAACTC
ATGGACGCTGATGGCA
ATACC
TCCCCATTCACGTCTCC
CA
GCCAGCCTCAGAACAAA
CAG
AAGGTCTTGGGAGGGA
AGAAC
GGCTGTATTCCCCTCCA
TCG
CCAGTTGGTAACAATGC
CATGT
AGGTCGGTGTGAACGG
ATTTG
TGTAGACCATGTAGTTG
AGGTCA
AGGAACCATTCTGCAG
GACAGGAA

144

TTATCATAGCAACAGAA
ATTCTAAGACAGGAATA
T
GCTGCAGAGAAGCGCC
AGAAGAGTGCG
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3.2.16 Immunohistochemistry
Mice were anesthetized, perfused with PBS followed by 4% PFA and
tissue removed. For analysis of spinal cord sections, the tissue was left in
PFA for two additional nights then 30 µm sections were cut from the lumbar
prominence on a vibrating microtome (VT1000s, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar
Germany). Free-floating sections were washed in TS, blocked in 10% normal
horse serum then incubated with rabbit anti-pp38 (Cell Signaling
Technologies, Danvers, MA; 1:1000) for two nights at 4°C followed by
incubation with unconguated goat anti-rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch,
West Grove, PA; 1:50 for 90 min at room temperature) and finally FITC
conjugated anti-goat secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch; 2 h at
room temperature). A second primary antibody of rabbit anti-Iba1 (Wako,
Osaka, Japan; 1:600) was then used for two nights at 4°C followed by
rhodamine conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Jackson
ImmunoResearch; 2 h at room temperature). Sections were then
dehydrated, mounted on glass slides and cover-slipped.
For peripheral nerve analysis, tissues were post-fixed overnight and
embedded in paraffin. 5 µm thick longitudinal sections were mounted on
slides, which were deparaffinized and underwent either H&E staining or
immunohistochemistry. For immunohistochemistry, antigen retrieval
occurred via 10 mM sodium citrate (pH 6.0) in a pressure cooker for 30 min.
Slides were then washed, blocked in 10% normal horse serum in TBS (2 h at
room temperature), endogenous peroxidases blocked with 0.3% H2O2 and
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incubated overnight in rabbit anti-Iba1 (1:500). The next day, the slides
were incubated with secondary antibody (biotinylated anti-rabbit , 1:1000 for
2 h, Jackson ImmunoResearch) followed by processing with Elite ABC
reagents (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and a DAB substrate kit
(Vector Laboratories). Slides were finally dehydrated and cover-slipped.

3.2.17 Toluidine blue analysis
Mice were anesthetized, perfused with PBS followed by 4% PFA and
the distal segments of the sciatic nerve extracted. After overnight fixation at
4°C, samples were then postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in a
series of graded alcohols and embedded in epon. Semi-thin (0.5 µm)
transverse sections were cut on an ultramictrome (Leica Ultracut), stained
with toluidine blue and cover-slipped.

3.2.18 Image acquisition and analysis
Slides were examined under an epifluroescence microscope (Zeiss
Axioimager Z1; Oberkochen, Germany) with motorized stage using
Neurolucida software (MBF Bioscience, Williston, VT). For Iba1-facilitated
analysis of microglia activation, the morphology of the cells allowed for
determination of activation state, where activated cells had rounded cell
bodies and short processes (140). For analysis of the injured sciatic nerve,
the longitudinal slice was considered representative of the injury if the H&E
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stained section adjacent to it demonstrated signs of injury (red blood cells,
tissue fibrous, and Iba1-postive macrophages surrounding the cut end); only
tissue enclosed by the perineural sheath and within 500 µm of the end was
analyzed. For toludine blue analysis, nerves were counted as intact profiles if
the myelin appeared as a continuous, round structure with a clear axon
center; nerves were counted as degenerating profiles if the cross-section was
a myelin ovoid or it appeared as a dark, irregular profile that lacked
axoplasm. Data are presented as average values of 3-5 slices for dorsal horn
sections, 1-2 representative section for peripheral nerves and dorsal root
ganglia.

3.2.19 Flow Cytometry
Mice were sacrificed by CO2 exposure and the following tissues
collected for flow cytometry analysis: blood was collected via cardiac
puncture, followed by immediate lysis of red blood cells; spleens were rapidly
dissected into RPMI with 10% FBS, and the bone marrow was collected by
flush using a 23G needle (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Single cell
suspensions were made by pressing the tissues through a 70 µm nylon mesh
(ThermoFisher). Cellular composition and expression of GFP was analyzed
after staining with antibodies specific for CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, Thy1.2,
CD11b, Ly6C and Ly6G. All antibodies used were obtained from eBioscience
(San Diego, CA). Flow cytometry was performed using FACSCanto II (BD
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Biosciences) and the results were analyzed with the FlowJo software
(TreeStar Inc., Ashland, OR).

3.2.20 Electrophysiology
HEK293T cells were transfected with mPanx1 retroviral plasmids
(Panx1(WT), Panx1(TEV) and Panx1(YA)) using Lipofectamine 3000
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). After ~12h, cells were transferred on coverslips,
allowed to attach and used for whole cell patch clamp recordings. To isolate
Panx1 currents, the extracellular solution contained (in mM): 140 NaCl, 3
KCl, 2 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 110 Glucose and 10 HEPES (pH 7.3). The internal
(pipette) solution contained (in mM): 100 CsMeSO3, 30 Tetra Ethyl
Ammonium Chloride (TEA-Cl), 4 NaCl, 1 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, 10 EGTA, 3 ATPMg, 0.3 GTP-Tris and 10 HEPES (pH adjusted to 7.3 with CsOH). Whole cell
currents were measured using a configuration that included an Axopatch
200B (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA), Digidata 1440A (Molecular
Devices) and pClamp acquisition software (Molecular Devices). Whole cell
currents were recorded while applying a voltage ramp protocol (-100 mV to
80 mV in 1.5s; holding potential -50 mV). Extracellular solution containing
CBX (50 µM) was perfused after the outwardly-rectifying Panx1 currents
stabilized. The acquired signals were filtered at 1 kHz and sampled at 2 kHz
for digitization. Data were normalized to cell capacitance (from the amplifier
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circuits) and quantified as current density (pA/pF) at +80 mV and -60 mV.
All recordings were carried out at room temperature.

3.2.21 Western blots
Cerebral cortices of mice were dissected in cold dissection buffer (26
mM NaHCO3, 3 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM glucose, and 2 mM MgCl2)
and lysed in a protein extraction buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4,
1% Triton X-100, 0.2% SDS, a cocktail of protease inhibitors, 5 mM NaF, and
10 mM NaVO3) by using TissueLyser II (Qiagen). Protein samples were
separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred onto 0.45 µm nitrocellulose membranes
(Amersham) and blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk dissolved in a tris-based
buffer (10 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Tween 20, pH 7.4) at room
temperature for 1 h. Endogenously expressed Panx1 proteins were detected
by incubating with anti-Panx1 antibodies (C-terminus (6)), and anti-α-tubulin
(T9026, Sigma Aldrich) antibodies were used as loading controls. Amersham
ECL horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-linked secondary antibodies (GE
Healthcare, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom) and Amersham ECL Western
blotting dectection reagent were used to visualize immunoreactive signals on
Amersham Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare).
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3.2.22 Statistics
All behavioral data and image analysis was conducted by
experimenters blinded to animal genotype or condition. Data are presented
as means ± s.e.m. Statistical comparisons were performed using GraphPad
Prism using the indicated tests, with p<0.05 considered statistically
significant. N.S. in figures stands for not significant.

3.2.23 Study Approval
All animal use was approved by the University of Virginia Animal Care
and Use Committee, and all handling and procedures were performed in
adherence to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Panx1-/- mice are protected from the hypersensitivity that
typically accompanies nerve injury
To assess whether Panx1 contributes to neuropathic pain, we obtained
global Panx1 knockout mice (Panx1-/-) from a C57BL/6-derived ES cell line in
which loxP sites were engineered to flank exon 3 of the Panx1 gene
(obtained from the KOMP and described previously (25); Figure 3.1A-C). In
addition, because C57BL/6 mice contain a non-synonymous SNP in P2X7
(Leu451) that disrupts the ability of the receptor to activate the Panx1
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channel (41,48), any effect of Panx1 deletion in these mice is independent of
its coupling to P2X7. Despite lacking this widely-expressed channel, Panx1-/mice had no gross abnormalities or other apparent differences from wild-type
littermates (Panx1+/+ mice) as previously reported for other lines of Panx1
knockout mice (65), and heterozygous breedings yielded the expected
Mendelian distribution of genotypes. Importantly, Panx1-/- mice did not
demonstrate any significant differences in normal (uninjured) sensitivity to
heat or mechanical stimuli (Figure 3.1D and E), ruling out systemic defects in
nociception.
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Figure 3.1 Development of Panx1-deleted mice.
(A) Targeting strategy for conditional and deleted Panx1 alleles. (B) PCR
genotyping of wild-type, deleted and floxed alleles. (C) Western blot of
brain tissue depicting loss of Panx1 protein in Panx1-/- mice. (D, E)
Panx1-/- mice have normal heat (D, n=10-21) and mechanical (E, n=2543) sensitivity in the absence of injury (ns, p>0.05 for genotype by twoway ANOVA).
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Hypersensitivity to sensory stimuli is a common feature of neuropathic
pain, with patients mainly complaining of increased sensitivity to touch
(141,142). To induce mechanical hypersensitivity indicative of neuropathic
pain, we performed unilateral spared nerve injury (SNI) surgery on wild-type
(Panx1+/+) and Panx1-deleted mice (Panx1-/-) and assessed mechanical
sensitivity over the next 28 days (schematic in Figure 3.2A). As expected,
Panx1+/+ mice developed robust and persistent mechanical hypersensitivity
ipsilateral to the injured sciatic nerve beginning between 4 to 7 days and
continuing until at least 28 days after surgery, as evidenced by a decrease in
the threshold for response to stimulation by von Frey filaments (Figure 3.2C,
left, and Figure 3.2D). In marked contrast to wild-type mice, Panx1-/- mice
were completely protected over the entire 28 day testing period (Figure 3.2C,
right, and Figure 3.2D). Importantly, no change in mechanical sensitivity was
seen in the paw contralateral to the nerve injury for either genotype over the
course of the experiment; moreover, sham-operated mice exhibited no
change in mechanical hypersensitivity in either paw over an equivalent time
period (Figure 3.2B). Thus, Panx1-deleted mice are resistant to SNI-induced
pain.
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Figure 3.2 Panx1-/- mice are resistant to SNI-induced mechanical
hypersensitivity.
(A) Diagram depicting the SNI surgery (with sparing of the sural nerve)
and CCI surgery. (B) Absence of mechanical hypersensitivity in Panx1+/+
mice undergoing sham surgery (ns, two-way RM ANOVA). (C) Wild-type
littermates underwent unilateral SNI and developed mechanical
hypersensitivity in the operated limb. In contrast, Panx1-/- mice were
protected from mechanical hypersensitivity. (D) Summary data is the
average threshold for each mouse from 7-28 days after operation
(depicted by the shaded region in the time series. Summary data for (C).
(E) Like SNI, mechanical hypersensitivity following CCI is completely
absent in Panx1-/- mice while wild-type littermates experience robust
hypersensitivity. (F) Summary data for (E). We used two-way RM ANOVA
for statistical analysis, with Tukey’s test for pairwise comparisons. In this
and all other figures showing time course of mechanical sensitivity: #
indicates p<0.05 versus day 0; * indicates p<0.05 for contralateral
versus ipsilateral paw. For all figures showing summary data of
sensitivity measures from POD7-28, * depicts p<0.05 between indicated
groups and Sidak’s test was used for pairwise comparison.
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We used a second traumatic injury model to confirm these findings.
The chronic constrictive injury of the sciatic nerve (CCI) model (depicted in
Figure 3.2A) can be associated with greater variability, but it has the
advantage of provoking both mechanical and heat hypersensitivity (129).
Indeed, following CCI surgery, Panx1+/+ mice developed both mechanical
(Figure 3.2E, left, and Figure 3.2F) and heat hypersensitivity (Figure 3.3A,
left and Figure 3.3B) starting between 4 to 7 days after surgery and
continuing throughout the 28-day testing period. In contrast, Panx1-/- did not
develop mechanical hypersensitivity (Figure 3.2E, right, and Figure 3.2F),
and exhibited only mild hypersensitivity to heat (Figure 3.3A, right and
Figure 3.3B). The degree of injury resulting from CCI was similar between
experimental groups, since there were no differences in the number of
preserved axons or degenerating profiles in semi-thin sections distal to the
site of nerve injury from Panx1+/+ and Panx1-/- mice (Figure 3.3C and D).
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Figure 3.3 Heat hypersensitivity is blunted in Panx1-/- mice after
CCI surgery.
(A) Heat sensitivity after CCI in wild-type (left, n=16) and Panx1-/- mice
(right, n=14). (B) Summary data for (A). (C) Example semithin sections
of the sciatic nerve distal to the CCI suture placement 7 days after
surgery. Scale bar in left image is 10 µm (D) Quantification of intact
axonal density (above) and degenerating neuronal profiles (below;
p>0.05 for both parameters by unpaired two-tailed t-test). Statistical
analysis of behavioral data as in Figure 3.2
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Thus, hypersensitivity in two different models of traumatic nerve injury
was significantly attenuated by Panx1 deletion. We focused on the more
robust SNI model for subsequent experiments.

3.3.2 Panx1 expression in bone marrow cells mediates
neuropathic pain
Panx1 is a major ATP release channel in many immune cells (101103,143), and inflammatory purinergic mechanisms have been implicated in
chronic neuropathic pain (38,108). We performed bone marrow
transplantation studies to test the contribution of Panx1 in bone marrow cells
to the appearance of nerve injury-induced neuropathic pain (study design
depicted in Figure 3.4A and B). Strikingly, when Panx1-/- recipient mice were
reconstituted with Panx1+/+ cells from wild-type mice, the hypersensitivity
following SNI was fully restored (Figure 3.4C left, and Figure 3.4D).
Conversely, in wild-type mice reconstituted with Panx1-/- cells, the
hypersensitivity following injury was significantly blunted, and fully resolved
by the end of the test period (at 28 days post-injury, Figure 3.4C right, and
Figure 3.4D). Importantly, bone marrow transplantation between donors and
recipients of the same genotype did not differ in phenotype from the initial
non-transplanted groups (compare Figure 3.4E and F with Figure 3.2C and
D). We confirmed that cells in the circulation (not shown) and the bone
marrow (Figure 3.4G and H) of transplanted mice were of donor origin by
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flow cytometry using mice that ubiquitously express green fluorescent
protein (UBI-GFP mice). These data indicate that expression of Panx1 in bone
marrow-derived cells is sufficient for its contribution to neuropathic pain.
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Figure 3.4 Bone marrow transplantation reveals a critical role for
Panx1 in hematopoietic cells following nerve injury.
(A,B) Schematic depicting study design. (C) Mechanical hypersensitivity
following SNI was restored in Panx1-/- mice reconstituted with wild-type
marrow and diminished in Panx1+/+ mice reconstituted with Panx1-/marrow. (D) Summary data for (C). (E) Reconstitution of mice with cells
of the same genotype. (F) Summary data for (E). (G) Flow cytometry
showing GFP fluorescence in bone marrow from C57BL/6 mice or UBIGFP mice. (H) GFP fluorescence after bone marrow transplantation of
UBI-GFP cells or C57BL/6 cells into Panx1+/+ or Panx1-/- mice
demonstrating successful irradiation and replacement. Statistical analysis
of behavioral data as in Figure 3.2
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To test whether a specific cell type might be involved in the Panx1mediated effects on SNI-induced pain, we crossed different Cre-driver lines
to mice with Panx1fl/fl alleles to generate cell-type specific disruption of
Panx1. In consideration of our results from the bone marrow transplants, and
given the importance of macrophages/microglia in response to nerve injury
(125), we crossed Panx1fl/fl mice to two different macrophage/myeloidspecific Cre lines: CX3CR1-Cre and LysM-Cre. These two Cre lines differ
slightly in the extent and subtype of cells targeted with CX3CR1-cre being
expressed in a greater percentage of microglia (126) and LysM-Cre being
expressed more broadly in myeloid cells, including granulocytes (144).
Despite the readily observed loss of Panx1 in the CX3CR1-Cre/Panx1fl/fl and
LysM-Cre/Panx1fl/fl mice (Figure 3.5C and Figure 3.5F), they displayed a
nerve injury-induced pain phenotype that was indistinguishable from floxed,
Cre(-) littermates (Figure 3.5A, B, D and E). This suggested that the
myeloid/macrophage loss of Panx1 alone is not sufficient to provide
attenuation of SNI-induced pain. We then tested whether the expression of
Panx1 in the T lymphocyte lineage is necessary as T cells have also been
linked to neuropathic pain (108); this was achieved by crossing Panx1fl/fl mice
to the CD4-Cre strain. However, CD4-Cre/Panx1fl/fl mice also did not show
the attenuation of neuropathic pain that was seen with the global Panx1
knockout mice (Figure 3.5G-I). To test this in another way, we performed
adoptive transfer experiments, introducing T cells from Panx1+/+ and Panx1-/mice into T/B cell-deficient Rag1KO mice (Figure 3.5J). Transferring Panx1-
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deficient T cells into the Rag1KO mice failed to alter the hypersensitivity
following spared nerve injury (Figure 3.5L and M). Of note, effective
reconstitution of Rag1KO mice was achieved using T cells of either genotype
(Figure 3.5K). Finally, to test a neuronal or glial contribution, we crossed the
Panx1fl/fl mice to Syn-Cre and GFAP-Cre mice. The SNI-induced mechanical
hypersensitivity was not attenuated in either of these well-established Cre
lines despite demonstrable knockdown of Panx1 in semi-purified astrocyte
and neuron preparations (Figure 3.6). Although, the extensive tissue-specific
Panx1 deletion studies above did not implicate expression of Panx1 in a
single cell type for nerve-injury induced pain, the pain attenuation observed
with bone marrow cells lacking Panx1 in the transplantation studies suggests
that Panx1 expression in multiple cell types and/or Panx1-mediated
communication between more than one hematopoietic cell type contributes
to the phenotype.
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Figure 3.5 Removal of Panx1 from macrophages, myeloid cells or
T cells does not prevent pain.
(A) The development of mechanical hypersensitivity in Panx1fl/fl mice or
CX3CR1-Cre littermates. (B) Summary data for (A). (C) RT-qPCR for
Panx1 relative to HPRT from peritoneal macrophages (n=3-7, * p<0.05,
unpaired two-tailed t-test). (cont. on next page)
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(D) The development of mechanical hypersensitivity in Panx1fl/fl mice or
LysM-Cre littermates. (E) Summary data for (D). (F) RT-qPCR for Panx1
relative to HPRT from peritoneal macrophages (n=5, * p<0.05, unpaired
two-tailed t-test). (G) The development of mechanical hypersensitivity in
Panx1fl/fl mice or CD4-Cre littermates. (H) Summary data for (G). (I) RTqPCR for Panx1 relative to HPRT from acutely isolated T cells (n=4-5, *
p<0.05, one-way ANOVA). (J) Design of T cell adoptive transfer
experiments. (K) Representative cytometry plots of CD4 (APC) and CD8
(PE) staining of Thy1.2 positive splenocytes isolated from adoptive
transfer mice after SNI. (L) SNI-induced mechanical hypersensitivity in
Rag1KO mice after vehicle treatment (left) or after reconstitution with
Panx1+/+ T cells (middle) or Panx1-/- T cells (right) (M) Summary data
for (L). Statistical analysis of behavioral data as in Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.6 Expression of Panx1 in neurons or astrocytes alone is
not required for neuropathic pain.
(A) The development of mechanical hypersensitivity in Panx1fl/fl mice or
GFAP-Cre littermates (n=12-13). (B) Summary data for (A). (C) RT-qPCR
for Panx1 relative to GAPDH from acutely isolated astrocytes (n=4-8, *
p<0.05, one-way ANOVA). (D) The development of mechanical
hypersensitivity in Panx1fl/fl mice or Syn-Cre littermates (n=9-14). (E)
Summary data for (D). (C) RT-qPCR for Panx1 relative to HPRT from
semi-purified neuronal cultures (n=3-8, * p<0.05, unpaired two-tailed ttest). Statistical analysis of behavioral data as in Figure 3.2
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We also asked whether Panx1 deficiency alters the inflammatory cell
profile within neural tissues. Prominent within this profile are macrophages,
which contribute to hypersensitivity early after injury in the periphery and
then at later time points from within the CNS (108,125). Resident
macrophages (i.e., microglia in the CNS) as well as recruited circulating
monocytes are believed to promote neuropathic pain (93,108,110). Indeed,
at 7 days after injury, we observed a significant increase in the number of
activated microglia in the ipsilateral spinal cord dorsal horn, relative to
contralateral, as assessed by Iba1 immunostaining and characteristic
morphological features (data not shown) or by co-immunostaining for Iba1
and phosphorylated p38 MAPK (pp38, an established marker of microglial
activation (145)(Figure 3.7A and B). However, this ipsilateral increase in
activated spinal microglia was fully retained in Panx1-/- mice. In the
periphery, a significant ipsilateral:contralateral increase in the number of
macrophages in the transected nerve (within 500 µm of the injured end) was
observed 3 days after injury in Panx1+/+ mice (Figure 3.7C upper row and
Figure 3.7D and E). Notably, whereas Panx1-/- mice also had some
macrophage infiltration into the cut nerve (Figure 3.7C lower row), there was
no significant difference between the ipsilateral and contralateral sides.
These data suggest that Panx1-/- mice may have blunted neural inflammation
after injury.
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Figure 3.7 Panx1-/- mice have lessened peripheral inflammation
after nerve injury.
(A) Example co-staining between Iba1 and pp38 in the dorsal horn of
mice after 7 days of injury. Inset on left depicts a typical resting pp38(-)
microglia, whereas inset on right shows a pp38(+), activated microglia.
(B) Quantification of cells with an activated, amoeboid-like Iba1 staining
with co-localization of pp38 (* p <0.05, two-way ANOVA followed by
pairwise comparison, n=5-6). (C) Example H&E staining of the injured
sciatic nerve (left) and Iba1 staining (right). Note the effusion of red
blood cells and other cells surrounding the nerve on the H&E stain, which
was used to identify the cut end of the nerve. The red border depicts the
region within the nerve used for further quantification Scale bar on the
larger images is 100 µm and on the higher magnification image is 25 µm.
(D) Example high powered images taken from the boxed region in panel
(C). Black arrows are example Iba1(+) cells. (E) Quantification of
macrophages within the nerve ending. (* p<0.05, by Kruskal-Wallis test,
n=5-8).
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3.3.3 A receptor-mediated Panx1 activation mechanism for SNIinduced hypersensitivity
Taking advantage of the rescue of pain we obtained with bone marrow
transplantation, we addressed whether different mechanisms of Panx1
activation can be linked to neuropathic pain after nerve injury. We focused
on channel activation by caspase-mediated cleavage of the Panx1 C-terminal
tail and by an intracellular loop mechanism required for G protein-coupled
receptor activation, as both caspases and various G protein-coupled
receptors can contribute to neuropathic pain (108,146), and because
activation of Panx1 by either mechanism can be disrupted by specific Panx1
mutations (9,18,52). The approach we took was to re-introduce wild-type or
mutant channels into Panx1-/- hematopoietic cells by retroviral transduction
to determine whether these modes of Panx1 activation affect SNI-induced
hypersensitivity.
We obtained retroviral particles using an IRES-GFP vector (Migr1
(134)), that contained: the GFP reporter alone (empty vector); wild-type
Panx1 (Panx1(WT)); a mutated Panx1 resistant to activation by caspase
cleavage (Panx1(TEV)); or a mutated Panx1 resistant to activation by G
protein-coupled receptors (Panx1Y198A (52)), here called Panx1(YA)).
Transfection of HEK293 cells with each of these vectors resulted in currents
with I-V characteristics indicative of Panx1 and sensitive to the Panx1 blocker
CBX (Figure 3.8). We cultured bone marrow cells from donor Panx1-/- mice
(134,135), infected the bone marrow cells with one of the 4 viruses
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described above, and injected those virally transduced cells into lethally
irradiated Panx1-/- mice (see experimental design, Figure 3.9A). Ten weeks
after reconstitution, we tested these mice in the spared nerve injury model
and made several interesting observations. First, reintroduction of wild-type
Panx1 into the Panx1-deficient hematopoietic cells and reconstituting the
Panx1-deficient mice with these cells restored the mechanical
hypersensitivity to the Panx1-/- mice (Figure 3.9C and D). Based on flow
cytometry analysis of GFP-expressing bone marrow cells after reconstitution,
the infection appeared to affect several subtypes of cells equally (monocytes,
T cells and B cells; data not shown). This recapitulated results obtained from
transplanting wild-type bone marrow into Panx1-deleted mice. Second,
Panx1-/- mice reconstituted with Panx1(TEV)-infected bone marrow cells,
showed mechanical hypersensitivity after SNI that was comparable to that
seen with Panx1(WT)-infected cells (Figure 3.9E, left, and Figure 3.9F). This
suggested that caspase-mediated activation of Panx1 was not playing a role
in the elicitation of pain after SNI. Third, re-expression of Panx1(YA) failed to
completely rescue mechanical hypersensitivity in Panx1-/- mice following
nerve injury, with essentially no difference in mechanical threshold at 28
days (Figure 3.9E, right, and Figure 3.9F). This suggested a specific
requirement for Tyr-198 in Panx1 activation for neuropathic pain in this SNI
mode, an intracellular loop residue implicated previously in a form of GPCRmediated channel activation (52). Importantly, the difference in sensitivity to
pain seen between the Panx1(TEV) mutant and the Panx1(YA) mutant
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mutant was not due to differences in expression, as the relative expression of
Panx1 restored by each of the Panx1(WT), Panx1(TEV) and Panx1(YA)
viruses were not different (Figure 3.9B). These data are consistent with a
GPCR-mediated channel activation mechanism in hematopoietic cells
underlying Panx1 contributions to nerve injury-induced pain.
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Figure 3.8 Expression of Panx1 from retroviral vectors in HEK
cells.
(A-C, left) I-V curves of Panx1 currents from (A) Panx1(WT), (B)
Panx1(TEV), and (C) Panx1(YA) before and after 50 µM CBX application.
(A-C, right) Summary data of current densities with and without CBX for
each vector calculated at +80 mV and at -60 mV.
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Figure 3.9 Restoration of Panx1 expression in adult Panx1-/hematopoietic cells restores pain following nerve injury; rescue
requires tyrosine 198 of Panx1.
(A) Design of viral irradiation-replacement experiments. (B) RT-qPCR for
Panx1 (relative to HPRT) from bone marrow of uninfected C57BL/6 mice,
or mice who received virally-infected hematopoietic cells. (C) Mechanical
hypersensitivity develops fully in mice receiving cells infected with
Panx1(WT), but fails to develop in empty-vector treated cells. (D)
Summary data for (C). (E) Mechanical hypersensitivity develops fully in
mice receiving cells infected with Panx1(TEV), but is reduced in
Panx1(YA) treated cells. (F) Summary data for (E). Statistical analysis of
behavioral data as in Figure 3.2
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3.3.4 Pharmacological targeting of Panx1 is effective in treating
hypersensitivity following nerve injury
The genetic studies presented to this point indicate that the expression
of Panx1 in hematopoietic cells contributes to neuropathic pain, and that
disruption of its function attenuates the pain. We next asked whether
pharmacologically inhibiting Panx1 function would be a viable approach to
diminish pain in wild-type mice, and thereby serve as a potential therapeutic
target for the human condition. We treated mice with two chemically distinct
Panx1 blockers: CBX (a classical Panx1 blocker) and Trovan (a
fluoroquinolone antibiotic recently identified to inhibit Panx1 in a voltagedependent manner (25)). First, CBX and Trovan were given systemically for
7 days in an early treatment protocol (starting 1 day prior to SNI surgery),
as depicted in Figure 3.10A. Early daily treatment with either Trovan (Figure
3.10B) or CBX (Figure 3.10D) resulted in complete protection from
hypersensitivity; responses in ipsilateral paws of drug-treated mice were not
different from pre-operation baselines during the period of drug
administration. After discontinuation of the drug, hypersensitivity developed
fully (Figure 3.10B and D, see rightmost bars at day 28). We next asked
whether giving drugs that block Panx1 could potentially relieve mice with an
established pain phenotype (late treatment, with drugs given daily starting at
least 7 days after surgery; see Figure 3.10A). Late treatment with both drugs
partially relieved established hypersensitivity, recovering approximately half
the decrease in mechanical threshold that followed nerve injury (Figure
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3.10C and E). It is unlikely that these effects were due to some unintended
effect of drug treatment (e.g., lethargy, or an inability to respond), since we
found no drug-related effects on performance of mice using three different
tests of motor function: elevated ledge (Figure 3.11A), elevated platform
(Figure 3.11B) and inverted screen (Figure 3.11C). Thus, the observed
effects of these drugs on mechanical threshold can be attributed to reduced
hypersensitivity, suggesting that inhibition of Panx1 may be a viable strategy
for treating neuropathic pain.
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Figure 3.10 The pannexin channel inhibitors trovafloxacin
(Trovan) and carbenoxolone (CBX) prevent or reverse mechanical
hypersensitivity when administered systemically.
(A) Diagram depicting two dosing schemes, one before and early after
nerve injury and the other after hypersensitivity is established. (B,D) The
effect of early and daily IP trovan (B, 30 mg/kg in DMSO, n=10 per
condition) or CBX (D, 30 mg/kg in saline, n=10-11 per condition) and the
respective vehicles. Syringe cartoons above data indicate testing days
where the drug was also administered. At day 7, pain development was
significantly blunted by drug treatment, relative to vehicle; after the drug
was withdrawn, full hypersensitivity was observed at day 28. (*, p<0.05
by pairwise comparison after two-way RM-ANOVA). (C,E) Changes in
hypersensitivity after daily IP trovan or DMSO (C, n=12-13), and after
CBX or saline (E, n=12-13). Mechanical sensitivity was partially relieved
by both drugs, comparing pre- and post- treatment values (solidly
colored bars are pre values; dotted lines above mark the 95% CI for the
pre-operation baselines; *, p<0.05 pairwise comparisons following twoway RM ANOVA).
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Figure 3.11 Mice treated daily with Panx1 blockers maintain
sensorimotor capabilities.
(A-C) Sensorimotor function of mice after 7 days of drug (T, trovan or C,
CBX) or vehicle treatment (D, DMSO or S, saline). There were no
differences in performance between SNI-operated mice receiving no
treatment (null symbol) or any of the 7 day drug or vehicle treatments
(p>0.05, Kruskal Wallis test). In the last test (C, inverted screen), sham
mice completed the task better than any of the SNI-operated mice (*,
p<0.05, Kruskal Wallis test with pairwise comparisons).
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3.4 Discussion
In this study, we demonstrate that Panx1 is necessary for chronic pain
following traumatic nerve injury, Panx1 expression in hematopoietic cells is
sufficient to account for its contribution to neuropathic pain, and that Panx1
inhibition may be an effective approach to alleviate neuropathic pain.
Specifically, mice with global deletion of Panx1 fail to develop the typical
mechanical and/or heat hypersensitivity that normally accompanies two
different forms of sciatic nerve injury in mice, and rescue of hypersensitivity
in Panx1-deleted mice was obtained with wild-type bone marrow cell
transplantation. In addition, these experiments were performed in C57BL/6
mice, which express a P2X7 variant that is unable to couple to Panx1
(41,48), and Panx1 re-expression and rescue was observed with a Panx1
construct that cannot be activated caspase cleavage (9,18), excluding those
channel activation mechanisms in this context. On the other hand, a
Panx1(YA) channel that is resistant to activation by G protein-coupled
receptors (52) did not support rescue of neuropathic pain in Panx1-/- mice.
Finally, systemic administration of Panx1 blockers prior to the injury was fully
protective while later treatment partially relieved established pain, indicating
a role for Panx1 in both development and maintenance of neuropathic pain.
Collectively, this work suggests that Panx1 activation by GPCRs in
hematopoietic cells plays a major role in the onset and persistence of
neuropathic pain following nerve injury, and that Panx1 should be considered
as a practicable therapeutic target for this often intractable condition.
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This direct genetic and pharmacological validation for the hypothesis
that Panx1 contributes to neuropathic pain could be relevant to the human
condition. Patients are most likely to report heightened sensitivity to touch as
particularly unpleasant among the different sensory modalities affected
(141,142), and, notably, we find that either Panx1 deletion or inhibition can
strongly suppress nerve injury-associated mechanical hypersensitivity.
Pharmacologic inhibition of the channel was effective when drugs were
administered systemically, which suggests that targeting this channel may
not require complicated spinal cord delivery methods (81,82). The site of
action of the Panx1 blockers in our model is unclear as Trovan and CBX can
both cross the blood-brain-barrier (26,147) and thus could modulate the
channel within the CNS or peripherally, at the site of nerve injury. Likewise,
intrathecal injection of Panx1 blockers could disrupt channel function in the
spinal cord or dorsal root ganglia, but could also leak from the spinal
injection site to work at peripheral sites (81,82). Nonetheless, the present
demonstration of effective pain relief from systemic administration of Panx1
blockers, rather than by intrathecal delivery, presents the possibility of a
more convenient translation toward clinical application. Our data also suggest
that continued systemic administration of Panx1 blockers may be required for
prolonged pain relief as pain sensitivity developed after the blocker was
withdrawn. Encouragingly, however, attenuation of pain was achievable when
blockers were provided after the establishment of pain, suggesting that
treating patients already suffering from neuropathic pain with a Panx1
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blocker may prove useful and worthy of further testing. It is also possible
that longer term treatment, perhaps with multiple combinations of blocker
dose and duration, could provide more complete relief.
Our bone marrow transplant studies highlight the importance of Panx1
in circulating hematopoietic cells for pain development following nerve injury.
Specifically, the neuropathic pain phenotype was fully rescued by reintroduction of Panx1-expressing hematopoietic cells into Panx1-/- mice. A
blunted and transient hypersensitivity developed after nerve injury when
Panx1-/- cells were donated to Panx1+/+ mice, implying some possible early
contributions from a radiation-insensitive cell population (e.g., embryonic
yolk sac-derived microglia or other tissue-resident macrophages). Moreover,
since neuropathic pain developed normally in mice lacking Panx1 specifically
in the macrophages/myeloid lineage, T cells, neurons and glia, this may
reflect overlapping functions among the targeted cell types (e.g., amplifying
or initiating innate inflammatory responses), or that functional redundancy
may emerge when Panx1 is deleted from one cell type (e.g., allowing a
different cell type to compensate). Alternatively, it is possible that a low level
of residual Panx1 expression in one of these cell types is sufficient for pain
development. Indeed, this possibility is supported by our viral re-expression
experiments, where an average of ~7% of cells expressing Panx1 at ~5-10%
of wild type levels was sufficient for restoration of the pain response. Thus,
the Cre-mediated deletion, albeit often very efficient, may have not have
reached the deletion threshold for effectiveness.
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It is generally believed that channel activation is required for Panx1
signaling, and our experiments provide valuable insight into the mechanism
of channel opening that is relevant for pain development. Specifically, we
showed that Panx1 channels that are mutationally resistant to GPCRmediated activation (52), but not to caspase cleavage-based activation
(9,18), could not rescue neuropathic pain following bone marrow
transplantation in Panx1-/- mice. The GPCR-specific activation mutation
abrogates Panx1 activation by α1D adrenoceptors (52) and multiple
additional Gq-linked receptors could potentially activate Panx1 channels in
the context of neuropathic pain, including the histamine H1 receptor
(53,148), P2Y1 (8,149), P2Y2 (75,150), P2Y6 (56,151), and Group 1
metabotropic glutamate receptors (152). P2Y6 and H1 receptors are of
particular interest since they are prominently expressed in various immune
cells (153,154). In addition, H1 receptor activation can induce Panx1mediated ATP release from other cells (53). Finally, TNFα has been longassociated with neuropathic pain (155) and it is possible that TNFα may
activate Panx1 channels via the same Tyr-198 residue mutated in our
experiments (63).
Other potential channel activation mechanisms seem less likely. For
example, Panx1 is described as a voltage-dependent channel, generating the
largest currents at depolarized membrane potentials (10). However, a
depolarization-dependent activation mechanism is doubtful since Trovan is as
effective as CBX at preventing or remediating neuropathic pain, even though
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Trovan blocks Panx1 channels only at hyperpolarized potentials (25). As
mentioned previously, a P2X7-mediated Panx1 channel activation mechanism
is unlikely since our mouse lines contained the C57BL/6 variant of P2X7Leu451 unable to couple functionally to Panx1 (verified by differential
restriction enzyme digest of a PCR-amplified P2X7; data not shown) (41,48).
Although this precludes a requirement for P2X7 in the Panx1 activation
relevant to nerve-injury induced pain, it does not rule out alternative
mechanisms by which P2X7 could contribute to neuropathic pain. Finally,
NMDA receptor activation can trigger Panx1 opening but this Src-dependent
activation appears to target a different tyrosine residue (61,62).
Collectively, these data provide compelling genetic and
pharmacological evidence that Panx1 plays an obligatory role in the
development and maintenance of chronic pain following nerve injury that is
linked to its expression in circulating bone marrow-derived cells. These
studies also suggest that Panx1 is a potentially viable therapeutic target for
neuropathic pain, a condition that has been notoriously refractory to the
current treatment options.
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CHAPTER 4
Pannexin 1 channels promote sleep
This chapter contains unpublished (and acknowledgeably, preliminary) data. It
represents a novel physiologic context for pannexin channels.

4.1 Introduction
Sleep is arguably the most pervasive state of animal and human life
(156). While the nature of sleep is different for every creature on the planet,
we are all required to sleep at some time, and in some way, in order to stay
alive. The exact function of sleep is debated but it is essential for cognitive
processes including learning, memory and attention (157). Disorders of sleep
in humans are incredibly common with a prevalence in the United States
estimated to be upwards of 40% of adults experiencing problems with falling
asleep or excessive daytime sleepiness (158). These disorders can be comorbid features of other medical or psychiatric diseases (e.g., depression),
or be the primary condition itself with profound effects on overall health and
wellbeing (e.g., shift-work sleep disorder). It has even been suggested that
increased pain may be related to sleep quality (and vice versa), and that
sleep deprivation can attenuate the analgesic effects of some medicines
(159).
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Of particular clinical interest are the effects of sleep deprivation as this
is a universal condition in humans. New parents, shift workers, healthcare
employees and college students are all particularly susceptible to sleep
deprivation. However this condition has affected all of us at one time or
another and the well-known physiologic effects include cognitive impairment
and delayed reaction time (160). There are also many long-term
consequences of sleep deprivation, which include impaired homeostatic
regulation of the immune system (161); this may account for the association
between sleep and many chronic disease such as diabetes and cardiovascular
disease (162).
On a molecular scale, increased periods of wakefulness are associated
with an extracellular accumulation of adenosine in brain regions with known
functions on controlling sleep such as the basal forebrain (163,164). This
adenosine induces the physiologic pressure to sleep and promotes recovery
from sleep deprivation as well (165). But where does this adenosine come
from, and how does it get into the extracellular space? The kinetics of
adenosine action suggest that ATP may be the molecule initially released
which is then rapidly degraded into adenosine (166) but there may be direct
effects of ATP on sleep as well (167). Potential sources of ATP/adenosine
include synaptic co-release (168), concentration dependent release via
transport mechanisms (169)), and also vesicular release from astrocytes
(170). Surprisingly, there have been no published investigations regarding
channel-mediated release mechanisms of ATP in sleep.
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Panx1 channels are known mediators of ATP release from many brain
cells including neurons, microglia and astrocytes (171). The channel is
expressed in brain regions with identified roles in sleep-wake homeostasis
including the basal forebrain and cortex (64,163,164). In addition, two
independent groups have confirmed that mice lacking Panx1 function have
learning and memory deficits (67,68). As learning and memory function is
closely tied to sleep (157,160), we also wondered whether Panx1-deleted
mice have an associated sleep dysfunction.
In this study, we used infrared mouse motion tracking technology as a
preliminary means to investigate the sleep quality of global Panx1 knockout
mice (Panx1-/-) and their wild-type littermates (Panx1+/+) both under normal
conditions and after a 6 hour period of sleep deprivation. We found that
under normal conditions, Panx1-/- mice demonstrated an increased duration
to reach an immobile state immediately after the lights turned on, a crucial
time for restorative sleep for these mostly nocturnal rodents. In addition, the
mice were resistive to the effects of sleep deprivation, as they spent less
time immobile and had a blunted drop in activity during the recovery phase.
Although preliminary, this data suggests that Panx1 may have a function in
normal sleep processes and that this channel is partially responsible for
recovery from sleep deprivation.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Mice
Adult male Panx1-/- mice and their wild-type littermates were used in
this study. These mice have been previously generated and described (Figure
3.1; (25)). All animal use was approved by the University of Virginia Animal
Care and Use Committee, and all handling and procedures were performed in
adherence to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals. Mice were housed individually and with standard 12 hour
light/dark cycles.

4.2.2 Activity monitoring
The definitive method for analyzing mammalian sleep is EEG
recordings, however immobility is often used as a surrogate measure when
EEG recordings are not feasible (e.g., in phylogenetically lower species
(172)). Activity of the mice as well as light intensity was recorded using
MOUSE-E-MOTION cage top monitors (Hamburg, Germany). To determine
the degree of activity or immobility for normal sleep-wake cycles, the mice
were placed in the infrared-monitored cages and allowed to acclimate for at
least 24 hours. After the acclimation period, the device recorded the number
of seconds where a suprathreshold movement (as defined by the internal
circuitry of the device) was detected within each 4 minute period. If there
were no measurable movements within 4 minutes, this time period was
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considered as “immobile” and the number of these immobile periods as well
the total “activity” (summated activity counts) was recorded for the next 5-7
days. Figures display the activity counts as a percent of total possible counts
(i.e., the number of seconds within each time period where a motion was
logged by the mouse).

4.2.3 Sleep deprivation
After monitoring the mice under normal conditions for at least 5 days,
the mice underwent 6 hours of sleep deprivation beginning at the start of the
light cycle (see Figure 4.3A). Sleep deprivation was accomplished by
presenting the mice with novel objects at frequent intervals or gently
nudging the mice with a cotton swab when they stopped moving during the 6
hour period. This method of sleep deprivation was chosen as it minimizes
contact with human animal handlers and reduces stress on the mice. At the
end of the deprivation period, activity monitoring was allowed to proceed
undisturbed for the next 18 hours (the recovery period).

4.2.4 Statistical analysis
All sleep deprivation and data analysis tasks were conducted by
experimenters blinded to animal genotype. Data are presented as means ±
s.e.m. Statistical comparisons were performed using GraphPad Prism using
the indicated tests, with p<0.05 considered statistically significant.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Panx1-/- mice exhibit delayed sleep initiation
We addressed whether Panx1 contributes to normal sleep-wake cycles
using global Panx1 knockout mice and an infrared activity monitoring system
that records beam breaks and light intensity. As expected for these nocturnal
rodents, immobility durations were higher in the light (Figure 4.1A) while the
activity counts were higher during the dark period (Figure 4.1B). With
respect to genotype, immobility and activity of the Panx1-/- mice followed this
same trend, however Panx1-/- mice did display overall greater activity counts
during the dark period (Figure 4.1B).
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Figure 4.1 Panx1-/- mice have the same total immobility as wildtype littermates with slightly elevated nocturnal activity.
(A) Total duration of immobility (e.g., a 4 min period of no detected
movement) and (B) activity over the 12 hour dark period or 12 over light
period. (*p<0.05, two-way RM ANOVA followed by pairwise comparison,
n = 18-26).
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Next, we considered how activity and immobility would change over
time with respect to light intensity. Panx1-/- mice were less immobile on
average (and consequently more active) during the first two hours after
lights came on (Figure 4.2A and B). Similarly, the duration until the first
immobile period was longer for the Panx1-/- mice (Figure 4.2C). Because
immobility can be indicative of sleep, this data suggests that Panx1 may
have a role in initiation of sleep.
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Figure 4.2 Panx1-/- mice are slow to initiate sleep in the
beginning of the light cycle.
(A) Immobility or (B) activity summated into 2-hour blocks (* p<0.05,
two-way RM ANOVA with pairwise comparison, n = 23-28). (C) Duration
from the lights on until the first 4-min period of immobility. (*p<0.05,
unpaired t-test, n=23-28).
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4.3.2 Panx1-/- mice are resistant to recovery after sleep
deprivation
To better relate these activity/immobility measures with actual sleep,
we subjected the mice to a 6 hour period of sleep deprivation at the
beginning of the light cycle (Figure 4.3A). As expected, Panx1+/+ mice
exhibited low immobility and high activity during the sleep deprivation period
(orange bar and filled symbols, Figure 4.3B and Figure 4.3C). During the
next 18 hours, the mice were allowed to sleep at will and Panx1+/+ mice
demonstrated several periods of increased immobility (Figure 4.3B) or
decreased activity (Figure 4.3C) relative to their baselines with an overall
40% increase in immobility and a 38% drop in activity. With Panx1-/- mice,
there were no periods of increased immobility (Figure 4.3D) and some
periods of decreased activity (Figure 4.3E). Compared together, the
genotypes exhibited differences in immobility (Figure 4.3F) and activity
(Figure 4.3G) after sleep deprivation that was significant during the late light
period and in the early dark period. Thus, although Panx1-/- mice do show
some degree of sleep deprivation recovery, the overall response is blunted
compared to Panx1+/+ littermates.
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Figure 4.3 Panx1-/- mice resist sleep deprivation.
(A) Experimental design. (B) Immobility and (C) activity changes in
Panx1+/+ mice after sleep deprivation. (D) Immobility and (E) activity
changes in Panx1-/- mice after sleep deprivation. (E) Genotype
comparison after sleep deprivation with respect to immobility (F) and
activity (G) (* or #, p<0.05, two-way RM ANOVA followed by pairwise
comparison, n = 13-22).
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4.4 Discussion
Using infrared motion sensing technology, we sought to determine
whether Panx1 contributes to sleep or the recovery from sleep deprivation.
While the normal sleep of Panx1-/- mice and wild-type littermates was largely
unremarkable, mice lacking Panx1 took longer to reach a state of immobility
at the start of the light cycle. After sleep deprivation, wild-type mice
responded with increased immobility and decreased activity, and Panx1-/mice exhibited blunted changes in these two parameters. These data suggest
that Panx1 may have a role in sleep initiation and/or in the recovery
response to sleep deprivation.
As mentioned above, accumulation of extracellular ATP/adenosine is
closely associated with the physiologic drive to sleep. Among ATP/adenosine
release mechanisms that have been examined, the evidence for vesicular
release of adenosine is generally considered the strongest to-date based on
the work of Halassa and colleagues (170). Although of great significance to
our understandings of recovery from sleep deprivation, there are several key
limitations of this work that remain unaddressed; these leave open the
possibility of non-vesicular release mechanisms contributing to extracellular
adenosine as well. For example, the authors generated a mouse that
expressed a dominant negative SNARE (dnSNARE) construct to disrupt efflux
of vesicular content from astrocytes in vivo and observed profound effects on
the ability of the mice to recover from sleep deprivation. While this highlights
the importance of gliotransmission in sleep, it does not necessarily exclude
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other potential release mechanisms (including channel-mediated release).
For instance, the trafficking of some channels to the plasma membrane is
dependent on SNARE proteins (173-175), thus this experimental tool may
have disrupted channel trafficking to the membrane as well. Finally, the
selectivity of the dnSNARE for astrocytes has recently been called into
question (176). For these reasons, we considered Panx1 as an alternative
channel-mediated ATP release mechanism contributing to sleep and sleep
deprivation recovery.
In this study, we used motion as a surrogate for EEG recordings, which
is the optimal method for analyzing sleep structure (172). Motion detection is
often used in organisms where EEG recordings are not possible and these
studies have yielded valuable knowledge regarding sleep using organisms
like drosophilia and zebrafish (e.g., (177-180)). In addition, motion detection
has some advantages over EEG analysis, specifically the recordings can occur
in freely moving animals without prior surgical manipulations, which are also
known to alter sleep structure (181,182).
Motion detection methods do have limitations which necessitate
confirmation of these findings with EEG recordings. In our work, we
considered an immobile period to be an absence of activity detection in a 4
minute period. While this is most likely indicative of sleep, a lack of recorded
activity could also occur with quiet awake activities such as grooming
(unpublished observation, data not shown). Likewise, our activity outcome
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has a large dynamic range as it summates the total activity over a given
period of time. It is possible that a hyperactive mouse with no sleep deficits
could result in significantly increased activity over the course of a few hours,
leading to the erroneous conclusion that the mouse spent less time asleep.
Here, we considered both activity and immobility as primary outcomes, as
the binary nature of our immobility measurements lessens the possibility of
these sorts of artifacts. Finally, sleep stages cannot be determined by motion
detection, whereas EEG recordings in mice can distinguish up to 3 stages:
slow wave sleep (SWS), rapid eye movement sleep (REM) and wakefulness
(172). In order to better refine our determination of sleep states, our future
work will require the use of EEG analysis.
Electrically, an extended period of wakefulness is associated with an
increase in the low frequency component in the EEG signal of SWS (0.5-4 Hz
range, termed slow-wave activity or SWA (183)). The increase in SWA is
paralleled by an increase in adenosine in specific areas of the brain
(163,164) which is thought to promote sleep by inhibiting wake-active
neurons (184,185). Thus, the deficits observed in Panx1-/- mice may be
related to altered SWA resulting from an absence of Panx1-mediated ATP
efflux; a crucial test of this hypothesis will be to assess whether Panx1-/mice fail to demonstrate the wake-related increase in adenosine.
Interestingly, most experimental manipulations that affect SWA such
as deleting adenosine receptors from mice (186) or mice expressing a
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dnSNARE construct in astrocytes (170) do not alter normal sleep; rather the
significant differences are only observed after sleep deprivation. To date, our
data challenges this status quo as we observed alterations in both the normal
sleep-wake cycle and after sleep deprivation. ATP is generally thought to
control sleep via its degradation to adenosine (166), however there may also
be direct effects of ATP via activation of P2Y receptors (167). Because Panx1
promotes up-stream ATP efflux, Panx1 could have a broader contribution to
sleep-wake homeostasis as compared to specific adenosine transporters. In
addition, Panx1 can promote ATP release in neurons, glia and microglia
(171,187), so perhaps this widespread expression of Panx1 confers a more
extensive function in both sleep-wake homeostasis as well as in sleep
deprivation recovery. More experiments, and in particular EEG recordings,
will be vital to understand this question further.
Normal sleep in mice shares many components of human sleep,
including an early prominence of SWS after the initiation of sleep and REM
cycles occurring later in the night (or mostly in the daytime for mice)
(172,188). In humans, sleep characteristics and the response to sleep
deprivation vary widely, with a subsets of people who are resistant to the
loss of performance associated with sleep deprivation (189) or have a
“natural” shortened sleep duration (190). It would be interesting to test
whether Panx1 expression or function in humans is related to these
variations from average sleep characteristics.
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Despite the limitations of this early work, these data represent
tantalizing preliminary evidence for a role of Panx1 in normal sleep and sleep
deprivation, and necessitate follow-up by future students.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and future work
In this dissertation, I have presented three novel sets of results
regarding Panx1 channels. Although each is very different in content, they
are related with respect to this compelling channel. Rather than reiterating
the conclusions and discussions from the previous chapters, this last chapter
will expand on ideas from each of the topics covered in this dissertation. Most
importantly, it will critically examine some of the key assumptions that we
have made and from these assumptions, propose several lines of future
work.

5.1 S-nitrosylation, or something else?
At the time of publication, we did our best to ensure that all the proper
controls and considerations were made in our paper on S-nitrosylation of
Panx1 channels. However, there are two additional points that should have
received more thought. These ideas warrant future consideration from
anyone wishing to follow-up on our results.
The first issue involves a potential glutathionylation effect of GSNO
compounds (191,192), which we did consider to some extent during
preparation of the manuscript. As mentioned in Chapter 2, while GSNO is
typically thought modify cysteine residues by S-nitrosylation, the compound
is also capable of causing S-glutathionylation and this modification would also
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yield a positive signal by the biotin switch assay (just like S-nitrosylation).
These glutathionylation modifications are less well-known than nitrosylation
events, but are also of biological importance in the context of redox stress.
In addition, this modification does occur on other ion channels such as Kir1.6
(193,194), CFTR (195) and Cav1.2 (196), and induces functional changes in
these channels as well.
Essentially, the modification consists of the addition of glutathione to
the cysteine residue and will occur readily under oxidized condition
(191,192). With respect to the GSNO compound specifically, it can
decompose spontaneously into these species: GSH (reduced glutathione),
GSSG (oxidized glutathione), and NO+. Thus, it can facilitate either of the
following reactions:
(1)

S-nitrosylation: Protein-SH + NO+  Protein-S-NO

(2)

S-glutathionylation: Protein-SH + GSSG  Protein-S-SG

In our studies, we accounted for this potential outcome by first using
two different NO donors (GSNO and DEA NONOate) of which only GSNO can
induce S-glutathionylation, and second, by incubating cells with extracellular
GSH under oxidative conditions (i.e., with 100 µM H2O2 which induces Sglutationylation by producing GSSG). While DEA NONOate generated a signal
in the biotin switch assay (Figure 2.2A) and inhibited Panx1-mediated ATP
release (Figure 2.3D), the patch clamping results with the DEA NONOate
were much less consistent than after GSNO application (see Results, page
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41, Figure 2.4). In addition, GSH may not be membrane permeable (197),
thus applying the compound extracellularly was not a stringent approach to
ensure that the generated GSSG could have access to the intracellular
cysteines of Panx1. In hindsight, the GSH should have been included in the
patch pipette, and these experiments should have also been conducted on
one of the channels mentioned above that are known to be glutathionylated
as a positive control.
Thus, the results from our chosen approaches cannot completely rule
out the possibility of glutathionylation as a functional modification of Panx1.
But rather than negating the results of the study, this novel posttranslational modification could be very exciting in addition to the effect of Snitrosylation. Because this modification is implicated in counter-regulatory
processes under oxidative conditions (191,192), glutathionylation and
subsequent inhibition of Panx1 channels could represent a powerful
protective reaction by a cell to stress. Whether this process does indeed
inhibit Panx1 channels has yet to be determined.
Another important consideration with respect to the results of this
study is the IV characteristics of various Panx1 mutant constructs which were
not reported in the original publication. While the current density near the
resting membrane potential in these constructs was identical (Figure 2.7),
the two channels that were resistant to inhibition by S-nitrosylation (C40A
and C346A) also had IV curves with more pronounced outward rectification
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(Figure 5.1A). As in any mutagenesis study, it is difficult to know if the
mutation somehow changed the channel in an unintended manner such that
it could not be regulated independent of that cysteine moiety. However, it is
important to note that S-nitrosylation inhibited the channel over the entire
voltage range of the wild-type channel (including near the resting membrane
potential), and the abnormal IV characteristics are marginalized when the IV
curves are presented as I/Imax (Figure 5.1B). In addition, the mutant
channels did respond normally to the Panx1 inhibitor CBX, suggesting that at
least whatever aspects of the channel that are required for drug-mediated
closure were still intact.
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Figure 5.1 IV characteristics of WT Panx1 and two cysteine
mutants.
(A) Example IV curves with respect to whole (unnormalized) currents.
(B) Example IV curves with the y values normalized to the maximum
current of each construct.
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Nonetheless, additional work could be done to more definitively
address this issue. S-nitrosylation, like other post-translational modifications,
has a characteristic consensus sequence that spans several amino acids
before and after the key cysteine residue (198). Thus, we hypothesized that
mutations to this sequence which leave the cysteine intact may avert the
problematic IVs observed in our initial mutant constructs. Under the guidance
of Daniel Schwartz from the University of Connecticut, we identified the
crucial consensus sequence around these cysteines, as well as the most likely
substitutions that would disrupt S-nitrosylation while maintaining the
presence of the cysteine residue. I generated two of these mutant constructs
by site-directed mutagenesis (V38M and I41R) and these constructs had
“normal” Panx1 whole-cell currents, however further analysis with these
constructs has not been done in order to pursue other topics.
Lastly, a second group has published on nitric oxide modulation of
Panx1 currents since the time of our original publication. However, this other
work (as well as several others from this particular lab group) suffers from a
non-conventional definition of Panx1 currents and recording conditions, and a
lack of appropriate controls (199). The group did find reproducible inhibition
of Panx1 currents in heterologous expression systems although they
concluded that the mechanism of inhibition was via cGMP and
phosphorylation of the channel. Further work in cell types with endogenous
channel expression may help to provide clarification for this complex
phenomenon and its mechanism of action.
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5.2 Some loose ends from the pain project
There are three main topics which require additional discussion with
respect to the pain project: the question of which Panx1-expressing cell type
is involved, limitations associated with irradiation-replacement experiments
(as well as viral reconstitutions), and the role of inflammation in recovery
from injury.
A fundamental question regarding the pain project was which Panx1expressing cell type promotes the development of pain. This question is
crucial because it can be informative with respect to understanding the
overall mechanism of Panx1 in the context of neuropathic pain, and perhaps
in other situations as well. One of the first tasks that we initiated when I
started in the lab was the development of cell-specific knockout mice in order
to address this question. Five years and 5 novel mouse lines later, we still
have not found a cell specific knockout mouse that reproduces the findings
observed in the global knockout line.
There are a few possible explanations as to these results discussed in
Chapter 3. First, there may be more than one cell type responsible for this
phenotype, or we may simply have not yet tested the critical cell type.
Second, a low-level of residual expression may be sufficient to compensate
for the full channel function. And finally, in the absence of Panx1 in one cell
type, another cell type with overlapping functions may make up for the
deficiency.
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To ascertain the best future approach, one has to consider the
anticipated advancement in knowledge against the relative cost of pursuing
these cell-specific knockout experiments. Does knowing the cell type
preclude future drug development targeting Panx1 in neuropathic pain? Are
we unable to define a mechanism for Panx1 without knowing the cell type?
What is the likelihood that we would guess correctly with the next cellspecific knockout line, and how would our predictions change in consideration
of dual cell knockout lines (e.g., a macrophage and T cell knockout)? Each of
these questions suggests answers that steer away from further work on the
cell type of interest. Specifically, we can understand the mechanism of Panx1
in pain by assaying overall features of the pathology (rather than cell-specific
ones) and drug development can proceed with only the basic knowledge of
whether the target is peripheral or hidden behind the blood-brain-barrier. In
addition, there is no preliminary evidence or hint of any “next best” cell type
at this time, therefore the construction of additional cell-specific knockout
lines would be based entirely on instinct. Due to these facts, I can only
conclude that we have made an adequate attempt to address the cell type
question, but that the additional costs of more experiments in this regard
cannot be justified by the potential knowledge to be gained from them.
One other aspect of this project that could use additional attention is
the identification of the Panx1 activation mechanism in hematopoietic cells.
Our results from irradiation-replacement experiments and viral
reconstitutions strongly implicate a mechanism of opening channel that
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depends on tyrosine 198 in the intracellular loop of the channel. While
potentially powerful, our viral irradiation-replacement approaches have
several intrinsic limitations that could be addressed using mouse lines that
are already under construction by our collaborators for other purposes. The
limitations specific to bone marrow transplantations include potential
disruption of the blood-brain-barrier (200), development of graft-versus-host
disease (201) and the requirement of using older mice in the final analysis
(as the wait period for full reconstitution occurs over several weeks to
months). In addition, viral reconstitution experiments have the added
possibility of generating highly variable infection rates (see Figure 3.9) and,
because they rely on retroviral vectors, have the potential to cause
malignancy by aberrant integration into the host genome. While we are
confident in our results because the included controls had the expected
outcomes (e.g., pain development in the Panx1+/+ to Panx1+/+ bone marrow
transfer, no pain with Panx1-/- to Panx1-/- mice, and no pain in the empty
vector infected cells), additional experiments to confirm these findings would
still be useful.
Luckily, ongoing work with our collaborators could facilitate the
appropriate follow-up studies. Specifically, there are several lines of Credependent knockin mice containing various mutant forms (or the wild-type
form) of Panx1 that are currently under development. As these mice will not
be subjected to the additional factors involved in bone marrow transplants
and viral-mediated reconstitutions, they will be useful in confirming our
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findings with a method free from our original limitations. In addition, the Credependence of the mouse lines could also facilitate expression of mutant
Panx1 in specific cell populations, which may be another method of
addressing the earlier question regarding cell types.
Finally, if Panx1 inhibitors are indeed intended to become clinical drug
targets, an additional question is how Panx1 affects inflammation, and if this
could interfere with crucial healing processes after nerve injury. This could be
particularly important with respect to other causes of neuropathic pain like
metabolic insults, as the damage and subsequent healing process could be
ongoing for years. To ascertain whether blocking Panx1 slows recovery from
nerve injury, the best approach would be a more stringent mouse model of
nerve injury such as sciatic nerve transection or crush injury and to conduct
these models in our Panx1-/- mice and wild-type littermates (202-204). These
operations would be easy to adapt from our current surgical techniques and
assessment of recovery could include motor function, axon counting or
recordings of evoked muscle action potentials. To me, these experiments on
nerve regeneration after Panx1 inhibition are perhaps the most important for
the potential translation of our findings into the clinic – if Panx1 inhibitors
prevent healing, then the use of these inhibitors would need to be limited to
allow patients to recover. This knowledge would be vital for clinicians to
appropriately treat patients.
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5.3 The sleep to-do list
While suggestive of a new, exciting role for pannexin channels, the
sleep project is incomplete without EEG evidence. In addition to EEG
analysis, there could be several other ongoing experiments related to this
project.

5.3.1 Suggested task #1: Expression analysis
Although previous work has shown that Panx1 is expressed in the
basal forebrain (64), the type of neurons or cells expressing Panx1 was not
examined in this region. The subclass of neurons (cholinergic, excitatory,
inhibitory, etc) as well as whether the channel is expressed in non-neuronal
cells in this region (astrocytes, microglia) could be highly informative in the
context of sleep. Ideally, this analysis would be performed using
immunohistochemistry. The antibodies for Panx1, however, are notoriously
inconsistent in immunohistochemistry experiments (34) and this may be
further complicated by a downregulation of the channel within the brain after
birth (205). Our lab has tried to reproduce basic immunohistochemical
findings published by others in mouse brains with no success. We do have an
RNAscope® probe designed for Panx1 in the laboratory and this tool may
work well. It should be noted that this probe results in signal in the global
knockout mouse, likely due to expression of the transcript distal to the floxed
exon 3 and not necessarily a defect with the probe.
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5.3.2 Suggested task #2: Adenosine accumulation
As noted above, specific regions of the brain accumulate adenosine in
response to increasing durations of wakefulness (163,164). Given the ability
of Panx1 to promote ATP efflux, we hypothesize that this adenosine
accumulation would be lessened in Panx1 global knockout mice. Classically,
groups identified adenosine accumulation using two tools: quantification by
microdialysis (163,164) or by measuring the functional effects of adenosine
blockers during patch clamp recordings of single cells (206). To date, our lab
does not have any collaborators who are experts in microdialysis and it is my
understanding that these are not simple experiments. Instead, we attempted
to measure ATP in mouse brain slices using cyclic voltammetry with the help
of collaborators at the University of Virginia; this was not successful largely
due to challenges with personnel. We also attempted to derive a functional
effect of adenosine antagonists by patch clamping cholinergic basal forebrain
neurons (and thus, indirectly measuring adenosine accumulation and basal
adenosine tone). While this was possible in patch clamping experiments
using an interface chamber (206), we were unable to reproduce these results
with our submersion-based recording chambers despite extensive attempts
with various adenosine antagonist dosages, stop-flow recordings, ambient
temperatures and sleep deprivation periods (of the mice prior to
decapitation). It is possible that there was just simply too much liquid in the
chamber that diluted out any local adenosine, so one future approach would
be to set up an interface chamber and try these recordings again. Another
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complicating factor in these recordings is the heterogeneity of neurons in the
basal forebrain (207,208). We sought to mitigate this issue by using
cholinergic reporter mice (mice that expressed mTomato downstream of
choline acetyltransferase), however further subdivision of basal forebrain
cholinergic neurons may be useful. With this approach, we did observe an
average increase of 1.39 mV (± a s.e.m. of 0.56 mV, n=5 cells) after
application of 2 µM of the A1 receptor antagonist 8-cyclopentyltheophylline.
Given the spontaneous fluctuations in the membrane potential of these cells,
this small change was not robust enough to convince us to continue with this
method.
A more sophisticated approach would be to use an ATP fluorescent
probe trafficked to the extracellular surface of cells, which could be
expressed via viral vector injected into the brain of mice and subsequently
imaged in awake mice. A plasma-membrane targeted luciferase has been
described (209) and used in vivo (210); whether this sort of technique can
be translated to the brain as well has yet to be determined.

5.3.3 Suggested task #3: EEG recordings
As discussed, EEG findings will be critical to connect the phenotype we
observed in Panx1-/- mice to sleep. The central comparison is Panx1-/- versus
wild-type littermates and this should be the initial experiment. The difficulty
of these experiments is the sheer quantity of data required and subsequently
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the time it will take to score the EEG recordings. Baselines alone will be 24
hours of data, and after recovery from sleep deprivation there will be another
18 hours to analyze. In our experience so far, scoring these sleep segments
with the help of MATLAB® software took an equal time for each mouse as it
took to originally collect it (and sometimes longer was needed for scoring
depending on the quality of the recording).
There are a few strategies to help streamline this project. First, the
above two tasks can be conducted simultaneously as the EEG recordings.
Second, any additional comparisons can be tested in our motion detection
system before committing to a full EEG analysis. For example, we currently
have four relevant conditional knockout lines described in Chapter 3 – a
macrophage/microglia knockout (crossed with a CX3CR1-cre), a T
lymophocyte knockout (crossed with a CD4-cre), a glia knockout (crossed
with a GFAP-cre) and a neuronal knockout (crossed with a Synapsin-cre).
Instead of testing all those lines by EEG, they can first be screened on the
motion detection system, and then the two most relevant mouse lines can
continue on to EEG analysis. Even with streamlining this project, the EEG
analysis will still be a major challenge, but the rewards of new knowledge
relevant to sleep and sleep deprivation would be worthwhile.
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5.4 Final thoughts
This dissertation has outlined several novel findings regarding Panx1.
First, we identified S-nitrosylation as an inhibitory mechanism of Panx1
channels, and further defined the amino acid targets for this reversible posttranslational modification. Next, we found that Panx1 promotes neuropathic
pain development through its expression in hematopoietic cells and that
systemic inhibition of the channel may be a viable therapeutic option for this
otherwise intractable condition. In addition, pain development depended on
the presence of tyrosine 198 in Panx1, a residue that has been implicated in
G-protein mediated activation of the channel. Finally, I revealed a new
physiological role for Panx1 in the initiation of sleep and in the recovery from
sleep deprivation.
While these findings alone are of great significance, this work further
suggests other exciting directions that were highlighted above. Specifically, is
Panx1 subjected to modulation by glutathionylation? Does inhibiting Panx1
cause a harmful delay in the healing process? And do EEG analyses confirm
our hypothesis on the role of Panx1 in sleep? These experiments are varied
in nature, will push the technical limits of our laboratory, and could be a solid
start to the next graduate dissertation project.
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